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ABSTRACT 
Upper-plate faulting in the Olympic Peninsula of Washington State reflects the 
interaction of crustal blocks within the Cascadia forearc as well as contributions from various 
earthquake cycle processes along the Cascadia subduction zone (CSZ). These processes include 
interseismic coupling, megathrust earthquakes, and aseismic slow slip events. In this study I 
utilize high resolution airborne lidar, field mapping of deformed surficial deposits and landforms, 
optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating and radiocarbon dating to reconstruct fault slip 
rates since Late Pleistocene deglaciation on the Sadie Creek fault (SCF), located north of the 
Olympic Mountains. This mapping reveals the SCF as a ~14 km-long NW-striking, subvertical, 
dextral strike-slip fault with a subordinate dip-slip component. Field and lidar measurements of 
48 scarp profiles and 11 laterally offset stream channels indicate that faulting of late Pleistocene 
and younger surfaces varies along strike with dextral slip ranging from 4.0–26.0 m (average of 
14.3 ± 7.5 m) and dip-slip displacement ranging from 0.7–6.5 m (average of 3.4 ± 1.6 m). 
Reevaluation of fault slip on the adjacent Lake Creek Boundary Creek fault (LCBCF), which 
connects with the SCF beneath Lake Crescent, shows a slightly higher range of dextral slip (4.5–
29.7 m, average of 15.9 ± 8.9 m) and lower range of dip-slip displacement (0.8–4.6 m, average 
of 2.3 ± 0.9 m) suggesting that slip on the SCF may be more oblique than on the LCBCF. OSL 
and radiocarbon ages of deposits deformed by the SCF and LCBCF suggest that channels formed 
throughout post-glacial time and thus record different amounts of slip depending on channel age. 
Therefore, channels that record the largest magnitude of slip are interpreted as the oldest 
channels and produce a preferred dextral slip rate of 1.3–2.3 mm/yr since retreat of the Juan de 
Fuca lobe of the Cordilleran ice sheet at 14 ka. Comparing this slip rate to geodetically 
constrained models of forearc deformation, I determine how shorter-term (decadal) stresses 
contribute to fault slip and strain accumulation within the upper plate. This approach uses an 
iv
elastic block model and a boundary element method model to estimate the stress on the SCF and 
LCBCF as a result of different earthquake cycle processes in the forearc and on the CSZ. Models 
of coseismic stress transfer from a full-length rupture on the CSZ and elastic block models – 
which together consider the interactions of forearc blocks and CSZ coupling – both produce 
comparable estimates to the post-glacial slip rate and kinematics of the SCF and LCBCF. As 
such, the SCF and LCBCF play an important role in the permanent accumulation of strain 
observed in the GPS velocity field but may be modulated by stress transferred from CSZ 
earthquakes. 
v
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INTRODUCTION 
Characterization of the tectonic development and seismic hazard of subduction zone 
forearcs requires an understanding of the long- and short- term processes that impose stress on 
upper plate faults. Accumulation of permanent strain in forearcs is attributed to interactions of 
crustal blocks (Allmendinger et al., 2009; Lamb and Smith, 2013; Nicol and Wallace, 2007; 
McCaffrey et al., 2007; Wells et al., 1998) and/or some component of inelastic deformation 
related to the megathrust earthquake cycle on the underlying subduction zone (Delano et al., 
2017; Finley et al., 2019; Melnick et al., 2012; Savage, 1983). Short-term strain resulting from 
these processes can be examined through continuous Global Positioning System (GPS) geodetic 
measurements that measure strain accumulation within the forearc (Allmendinger et al., 2009). 
These data integrate motion over the last few decades, a fraction of the duration of the 
earthquake cycle (101 to 103 yr) and thus may not reflect longer-term (>103 yr) rates or 
kinematics of deformation. Characterization of patterns in forearc deformation therefore requires 
a comparison of geodetic data to measurements made over multiple time scales (e.g., Allen et al., 
2004; Delano et al., 2017; Finley et al., 2019; McCaffrey et al., 2007, 2013; Melnick et al., 2012; 
Nicol and Wallace, 2007). 
Short-term strain accumulation within the Cascadia subduction zone (CSZ) forearc 
(Figure 1a) is well documented through continuous and campaign GPS measurements over the 
past < 25 years (e.g., McCaffrey et al., 2007, 2013). The majority of strain accumulation in the 
upper plate, observed through GPS velocity fields, is thought to be dominantly elastic and will 
thus be accommodated along the CSZ interface during large megathrust earthquakes (Leonard et 
al., 2010, 2004).  Conversely, interseismic subduction zone coupling and stress transfer during 
megathrust earthquakes may also drive slip on upper plate faults (Delano et al., 2017; Gomberg 
  
 
and Sherrod, 2014), as has been documented in Chile (Farías et al., 2011; Melnick et al., 2012), 
and Japan (Kato et al., 2011; Imanishi et al., 2012). 
Numerous airborne lidar and seismic reflection studies have revealed many active faults 
in western Washington state (Figure 1a and 1b) (Barnett et al., 2010; Blakely et al., 2002; 
Johnson et al., 1999; Pratt et al., 1997). Active faults accommodate primarily N-S shortening 
within the Cascadia forearc, approximately parallel to the Cascadia subduction zone, through 
reverse slip and lateral motion (Figure 1b). Generally, slip is dextral-oblique (e.g., the southern 
Whidbey Island fault; Johnson et al., 1996; Sherrod et al., 2008) on NW-striking faults and 
sinistral-oblique on NE-striking faults (e.g., the Saddle Mountain fault; Barnett et al., 2015; 
Witter et al., 2008). Furthermore, faults that strike E-W show reverse motion (e.g., the Seattle 
fault; Blakely et al., 2002; Johnson et al., 1999) (Figure 1b). Fault slip in the Cascadia forearc 
has been explained by two different sources of stress: (1) the earthquake cycle on the Cascadia 
subduction zone, driven by oblique convergence between the Juan de Fuca and North American 
plates (Delano et al., 2017; Finley et al., 2019); and/or (2) interactions of rigid crustal blocks 
within the Cascadia forearc (McCaffrey et al., 2007, 2013; Savage and Wells, 2015; Wells et al., 
1998; Wells and Simpson, 2001).  
This study focuses on the NW striking Sadie Creek fault (SCF), located on the northern 
flank of the Olympic Peninsula, where lidar data reveal distinct, laterally continuous fault traces 
and dextrally offset geomorphic markers that record a history of late Quaternary faulting (Nelson 
et al., 2017) (Figure 1b and 1c). The SCF, originally identified in gravity anomalies (MacLeod et 
al., 1977) and later named by Joyner (2016), was first mapped by Nelson et al. (2017) after the 
release of a high resolution lidar dataset in 2015 (Washington Department of Natural Resources, 
2015). In this study, I combine geomorphic mapping and radiocarbon and OSL dating to 
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constrain the post-glacial geomorphic development of the area affected by the SCF. Together 
with fault mapping and measurements of fault slip made through lidar analysis, I determine the 
slip rate and kinematics along the SCF over a 103-104 yr. timescale. Slip rate and kinematics are 
compared to the magnitude and direction of slip estimated by an elastic block model and a 
boundary element method (BEM) model. The BEM model solves for the slip on the SCF and the 
associated Lake Creek-Boundary Creek fault (LCBCF; Figure 1b and 1c) that is necessary to 
entirely relieve the stress imposed onto the upper plate by the CSZ. Comparison of slip rate 
measurements to BEM modeling results constrains to what degree faulting on the Olympic 
Peninsula is driven by the CSZ. The elastic block model, in contrast, estimates the slip rate on 
the SCF/LCBCF by considering the entire interseismic velocity field – not just a single CSZ 
process. As such, the elastic block model constrains the effects of external stresses within the 
forearc in addition to those from CSZ coupling. The connections made between subduction zone 
processes and upper plate faults shed light on how permanent strain is retained within subduction 
zone forearcs, provide information on the stability of short-term processes over longer time 
scales, and contribute valuable information to nearby communities for the mitigation of seismic 
hazards. 
 
GEOLOGIC SETTING 
The Olympic Mountains of western Washington represent the structural and topographic 
high of the Cascadia forearc, and the only location where the Cascade accretionary wedge has 
been exposed subaerially (Brandon and Vance, 1992; Brandon et al., 1998) (Figure 1b). The 
accretionary complex consists of marine sedimentary rocks underthrust beneath Eocene marine 
to non-marine basalts of the Crescent Formation and Eocene-Miocene marginal marine 
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sedimentary rocks (Tabor and Cady, 1978a; Brandon et al., 1998; Brandon and Vance, 1992; 
Dragovich et al., 2002). Subsequent uplift and broad-scale doming of these rocks since 18 Ma 
results in a regional east-plunging anticline across the Olympic Peninsula (Tabor and Cady, 
1978b; Brandon et al., 1998) ( Figure 1b). Within the northern Olympic Peninsula, Eocene-
Miocene marine sedimentary rocks dip moderately N to NE and are cut by NE-dipping reverse 
faults (Dragovich et al., 2002; Tabor and Cady, 1978a). Bedrock faults have similar geometries 
to recently studied active faults, including the SCF and LCBCF on the northern Olympic 
Peninsula (Nelson et al, 2017) and the Canyon River fault and Saddle Mountain fault zone on the 
southern Olympic Peninsula (Barnett et al., 2015; Walsh and Logan, 2007) (Figure 1b.). 
The Juan de Fuca lobe of the Cordilleran ice sheet, which split and flowed westward from 
the Puget Lobe at ~48° latitude (Figure 1), covered many high ridgelines in the northern Olympic 
Peninsula, reaching elevations of up to 1 km (Porter and Swanson, 1998; Polenz et al., 2004; 
Thorson, 1980). As such, the landscape and surficial geology of the northern Olympic Peninsula 
strongly shows the effects of the Juan de Fuca lobe. (Mosher and Hewitt, 2004; Tabor and Cady, 
1978a). Alpine glaciers were extensive within the core of the Olympic Mountains during the last 
glacial maximum, however, deposits around the SCF and LCBCF were solely derived from the 
Juan de Fuca lobe, except for possible input of alpine-derived glacial outwash into the Elwha 
drainage (Figure 1c) (Dragovich et al., 2002; Polenz et al., 2004; Schasse, 2003). Existing 
radiocarbon ages suggest that the Juan de Fuca lobe of the Cordilleran ice sheet advanced to its 
maximum extent after ca.16 ka and had retreated by ca.14 ka. The timing of Juan de Fuca lobe 
advance is supported by radiocarbon dating of wood samples (13,010–13,380 14C yrs. BP; 
15,300–16,200 Cal yrs. BP) from Lake Ozette, WA (Figure 1b) originally published by Heusser 
(1973) and later reinterpreted as pre-glacial wood in lodgment till by Haugerud and Hendy 
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(2016). Radiocarbon dating of post-glacial wood (12,380 ± 90 14C yrs. BP; 14,940–14,095 Cal 
yrs. BP) from near Bellingham, WA (Kovanen and Easterbrook, 2001) and bone fragments 
(11,960 ± 17 14C yrs. BP; 13,010–13,380 Cal yrs. BP) from the Manis Mastodon site in Sequim, 
WA (Waters et al., 2011) constrains the timing of Juan de Fuca lobe retreat (Figure 1b).  
Recent work on the LCBCF including paleoseismic trenching (Nelson et al., 2017) and 
coring and seismic imaging of lacustrine megaturbidites within Lake Crescent (Leithold et al., 
2019) provide constraints on earthquake timing and fault slip rate. Nelson et al. (2017) found 
evidence for two large, surface rupturing earthquakes at 1.3 ± 0.8 and 2.9 ± 0.6 ka and possible 
evidence for 2–3 earlier ruptures. Through seismic reflection and coring of large (up to 2 m 
thick) turbidite deposits in Lake Crescent, Leithold et al (2019) identified and dated four 
Holocene earthquakes at 7,165 – 7,005; 5,300 – 4,860; 4100 – 3,840; and 3,225 – 2,960 Cal yrs. 
B.P. and also noted two other (undated) turbidites deeper within the lake stratigraphy. The age of 
the penultimate earthquake determined by Nelson et al. (2,900 ± 600 cal. yrs. B.P.) correlates 
with the age of the most recent turbidite found by Leithold et al. (3,100 ± 100 cal. yrs. B.P.). 
Discrepancies in the age of turbidite emplacement and the timing of surface ruptures on the 
LCBCF suggest that other seismic sources may have induced turbidite emplacement and/or that 
the LCBCF and SCF are segmented and do not always rupture together. 
Dextral slip and vertical separation on the LCBC and SCF were measured by Nelson et 
al. (2017) as ~11–28 m and 1–2 m respectively and, using deglaciation as a maximum age, result 
in a slip rate estimate of ~1–2 mm/yr. Additionally, Nelson et al. (2017) used empirical 
relationships based on slip per earthquake and maximum rupture length to yield moment 
magnitude estimates of Mw 7.1–7.5. Nelson et al. (2017) included some analysis of channels 
offset by the SCF, although they did not perform detailed geologic mapping or date landforms. 
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The data presented here builds on their analysis by providing the necessary geologic context for 
understanding the cumulative displacement along the Sadie Creek fault and by modeling the 
dynamic processes that drive deformation on the SCF and LCBCF. 
 
GEOMORPHIC MAPPING 
I created a 1:10,000 scale geomorphic map of the surficial geology along the SCF 
(Figures 2 and S1) using a bare-earth lidar digital elevation model (DEM) and its derivatives 
(hillshade, slope, and contour maps) along with field mapping. This mapping delineates 
Paleogene bedrock from glacial and post-glacial deposits and the surface expression of the SCF. 
Using field observations from roadcuts, stream exposures, and test pits along with observations 
of the shape, size, and texture of deposits in lidar, this mapping identifies and describes 
Quaternary deposits that include: glacial till (Qgt), glacial outwash (Qgo), moraine crests, 
alluvial gravels (Qal) and terraces (Qt), fans (Qf), colluvium (Qc), and landslides (Qls) (Figures 
2, and S1) . Additionally, cross-cutting relationships determined the relative ages of these 
deposits (e.g., fans are mapped as younger than the surfaces on which they have been deposited 
(Figures 2 and S1). I mapped the contacts between bedrock and Quaternary units, based on field 
exposures and bedding traces revealed in lidar imagery, but did not describe or distinguish 
between bedrock units. All descriptions of bedrock units that I present come from 1:100,000 
scale mapping of the northern Olympic Peninsula (Schasse, 2003). Mapped active faults reflect 
locations where scarps laterally and/or vertically offset deposits or landforms (Figures 2, 3, and 
4).  
Surficial mapping allows for interpretation of the history of the geomorphic and tectonic 
processes that have sculpted the landscape around the SCF. Glacially scoured bedrock overlain 
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by glacial till, moraines, and outwash terraces reflect the imprint of the continental ice sheets that 
flowed westward across the area during the last glacial maximum. Glacial units are reworked by 
postglacial processes to form colluvial slopes (Qc), alluvial fans (Qf), landslide deposits (Qls) 
and alluvial gravel/terrace deposits (Qal, Qt) (Figure 3B and 3C). The surface trace of the SCF is 
roughly linear, cuts glacial and post-glacial deposits and landforms, and is laterally continuous 
for  > 14 km. I am unable to determine the western terminus of the SCF as fault scarps are well 
defined to the western edge of the available lidar data near the East Twin River (Figure 1c). The 
SCF switches from north facing east of the Lyre River to south facing west of the Lyre River and 
predominantly strikes NW-SE except between Sadie Creek and the East Twin River where it 
strikes west (Figures 1C, 2A and S2). Changes in scarp facing direction along with a laterally 
continuous fault trace and dextral offset of stream channels (e.g., Figures 3, 4) supports the 
interpretation of Nelson et al. (2017) that the SCF is a steeply dipping, right lateral-oblique 
strike-slip fault. 
 
FAULT SLIP ANALYSIS 
 I combined field and lidar measurements to map and analyze geomorphic piercing lines 
displaced by the SCF. This study uses the channel analysis program, "3D_Fault_Offsets,” of 
Stewart et al., (2017) to measure the strike-slip component of the total slip vector (herein referred 
to as “strike-slip” or “strike-slip displacement”) within lidar data (the method of Stewart et al., 
2017 also measures the dip-slip component, however, I find that these measurements are affected 
by geomorphic modification within the channel – see Appendices I and II). Additionally, I 
follow the scarp profiling methods of Thompson et al. (2002) to measure vertical separation and 
the dip-slip component of the total slip vector (herein referred to as “dip-slip” or “dip-slip 
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displacement”). Both methods probabilistically cross-correlate offset geomorphic markers across 
a fault trace to measure fault slip and use a Monte Carlo approach to quantify the uncertainty 
involved in the calculation. 
I measured 11 laterally offset stream channels (e.g., Figures 3 and 4) on the SCF and two 
stream channels on the LCBCF not previously measured by Nelson et al. (2017) to calculate the 
amount of strike-slip displacement (Figures S2, S3 and S4). In each case, points along 
morphologic markers of the stream channel (e.g., channel thalweg, riser midpoint, etc.) were 
identified within a lidar DEM based on relative elevations, steepness, and changes in concavity 
using 3D_Fault_Offsets. Markers were then regressed and projected onto the fault trace in order 
to measure the strike-slip displacement (Stewart et al., 2017) (Figures 4B and S4). For each 
channel, I visually assess the quality of marker identification (Table 1), removing measurements 
where automatically identified points do not appear to accurately follow their respective 
geomorphic feature, and interpret the distribution of measurements in terms of the geomorphic 
development of the channel. For example, a lower magnitude of strike-slip displacement 
measured from the channel thalweg than the midpoint of the riser may suggest that channel 
erosion has minimized the record of strike-slip displacement (Figure 5C). Thus, the measurement 
made from the channel riser midpoint represents a more accurate representation of strike-slip 
displacement. After all measurements are assessed, each slip measurement is assigned a 
probability distribution based on the spread of the individual marker measurements and the 
interpretation of channel development. Probability distributions of slip allow for errors to be 
quantified and assigned to each measurement. Finally, I evaluate the reported measurement by 
back-slipping the offset channel (Haddon et al., 2016; Stewart et al., 2017; Zielke, 2015) along 
the fault trace to the preferred value, lower bound, and upper bound of the reported offset. I 
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adjust the probability distributions and resultant errors if the backslip does not visually show a 
satisfactory pre-fault reconstruction and compare to field measurements (Figure 6) (See 
Appendix I for detailed description of methods used for strike-slip displacement measurements, 
interpretation, error calculation, and quality assessment). 
I analyzed 48 scarp profiles on the SCF to calculate the amount of dip-slip displacement. 
In each case, scarp profiles were extracted from the ground returns of the lidar point cloud, in 3 
m-wide swaths orthogonal to the scarp face (Figure 3A). In cases where piercing lines could be 
traced (e.g., Figure 3, profiles NOL8E and NOL8W; Figure 4) a segmented profile was taken 
and combined. Regressions fit to the upthrown surface, downthrown surface (e.g., Figure 4C), 
and scarp face, along with parameters for the fault dip and fault position, were used in a Monte 
Carlo simulation to calculate the amount of vertical separation, the component of dip-slip on the 
fault plane, and their associated errors (Thompson et al., 2002). In each measurement, I assume a 
uniform distribution for the fault dip, ranging from 60° to 90° to the north and a trapezoidal 
distribution for the fault location, such that the fault has the highest probability of being located 
between the lower 1/3 and 1/2  of the scarp height (e.g., Thompson et al., 2002). I report the 
preferred dip-slip displacement as the median of the distribution produced by Monte Carlo 
simulation and the uncertainty for each measurement (Supplementary Table TS1, Figure S5) as 
the 95% confidence interval around the median. 
I constrained the ratio of strike-slip to dip-slip displacement, rake, and the total amount of 
slip by combining the strike-slip measurements at each channel site with all dip-slip 
displacements measured from scarp profiles in the vicinity of the offset channel. Kernel density 
estimates fit to the distributions of dip-slip displacements of all profiles considered at each offset 
channel capture any variability between dip-slip measurements within their associated errors. In 
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some instances, profiles were omitted from the fit of density functions if there was substantial 
geologic evidence that the dip-slip displacement measurement was of low quality (e.g., 
geomorphic modification at the scarp or uncertainty in the type of deposit on either side of the 
fault trace; SP02 in Figure 3c). I then conducted a Monte Carlo simulation using the kernel 
density distributions of the dip-slip measurements and the assigned probability distributions of 
the strike-slip measurements to calculate the strike-slip to dip-slip ratio, rake, and the total slip at 
each slip site. Reported strike-slip to dip-slip ratios, rakes and total slip and their uncertainties 
are given by the peak value (mode) of the kernel density fit to the result of the Monte Carlo 
simulation and the 95% confidence interval around the median, respectively (Table 1, Figure 7).  
The process of calculating the strike-slip to dip-slip ratio, rake and total slip was repeated 
using the measurements on the LCBCF reported by Nelson et al. (2017) and for the two 
additional offset channels added by this study. Because Nelson et al. (2017) reported vertical 
separation (without errors) as opposed to dip-slip, I calculated dip-slip at their scarp profile 
locations using the same scarp profiling methods used in this study. Strike-slip measurements 
from offset features on the LCBCF presented by Nelson et al. (2017) were verified through 
backslipping and adjusted at several locations (Table 1, Figure S4). Strike-slip displacement 
measurements along the LCBCF based on backslipping were assigned triangular probability 
distributions, while the two additional strike-slip displacement measurements based on channel 
analysis were assigned Gaussian distributions (Appendix I, Figure S4).  
Characterization of total fault slip and kinematics requires measurements of dip-slip and 
strike-slip displacement which, ideally, are made on the same feature. However, the only record 
of strike-slip displacement preserved on the SCF comes from debris flow channels, features that 
do not consistently preserve dip-slip displacement. As such, I calculate total slip, strike-slip to 
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dip-slip ratios, and rake using strike-slip measurements from dextrally offset debris flow 
channels and dip-slip measurements from scarp profiles proximal to the offset channel. In order 
to combine dip-slip and strike-slip measurements in this manner, I assume that (1) the initial 
offset of the channel and formation of the fault scarp are the same age and (2) laterally offset 
markers within the channel are protected from geomorphic modification during the interseismic 
period (e.g., Figure 5B). If one of these assumptions is incorrect, then the measured strike-slip to 
dip-slip ratio will appear less than the true strike-slip to dip-slip ratio (e.g., Figure 5 A &C). 
Therefore, all calculated strike-slip to dip-slip ratios, total slip, and rakes are minima (rake is 
skewed towards ± 90°). 
Strike-slip displacement ranges from ~3.5–30.0 m along the length of the SCF and 
LCBCF (Figures 7 and 8, Table 1). The largest strike-slip displacements on the SCF occur on the 
eastern section, between the Lyre River and Lake Crescent (Figure 7A between ~12–15 km, 
Figure S2). Comparable strike-slip magnitudes were measured at three locations on the LCBCF 
(Figures 7 and 8). The smallest strike-slip displacement was measured at site J, a location where 
a scarp is preserved within the channel (Figure 4). I report two strike-slip measurements from 
this site. 
Dip-slip displacement ranges from 0.5–6.5 m along the SCF and 0.7–4.6 m along the 
LCBCF (Figures 7 and 8). Dip-slip displacement does not appear to have any distinct groupings 
or spatial correlations along the SCF with the exception of three measurements on the E-W 
striking portion of the SCF that have relatively large dip-slip displacement (~4.1–6.5 m; Figure 
7A, between 3 km and 5 km), and measurements of faulted postglacial deposits that have 
relatively less dip-slip displacement (1.0–3.7m; Figure 7A, blue triangles). The rake is generally 
>150° (>2:1 strike-slip to dip-slip ratio) along strike of the SCF and LCBCF but most 
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measurements show rakes of ~170° (~6:1 strike-slip to dip-slip ratio) (Figures 7B and 7C, Table 
1). I also note a slightly lower rake for the SCF than the LCBCF, due to the greater range in dip-
slip displacement present there (Figures, 7 and 8, Table 1). 
 
OSL DATING 
I used the single aliquot, regenerative method OSL dating of quartz and feldspar sand 
grains (Murray and Wintle, 2000; 2003) and radiocarbon dating of detrital charcoal to establish 
ages of offset deposits and features. OSL dating quantifies the number of electrons trapped 
within the crystal lattice of quarts and feldspar grains as a result of exposure to natural 
environmental radiation while the grains were buried. When the grains are exposed to light, the 
trapped electrons are released, effectively resetting, or “bleaching,” the OSL ages (Rhodes, 2011; 
Duller, 2004). Under the assumption that grains were completely bleached prior to burial, OSL 
ages represent the time of deposition of the units. 
In this study I collected eight OSL samples from deposits deformed by the SCF including 
glacial outwash (Qgo), ice contact (Qgoi), and alluvial fans (Qf) (Figures 2, S1, and S6). Sample 
sites were chosen were exposures or test pits showed concentrations of fine sand. 1.5-inch steel 
tubes were used to collect the target OSL material and the surrounding 30 cm of sediment was 
collected in large plastic bags for dose rate analysis. I performed all sample preparation and 
analysis at Utah State University under amber light (590 nm). First, sediment was extracted from 
the steel sample tubes and moisture content was measured by weighing the sediment before and 
after being dried. Each sample was then wet sieved to target fine sand and treated with bleach 
(10% H2O2) and hydrochloric acid (10% HCl) to remove organic and carbonate material. Sodium 
polytungstate (2.7 g/cm3) was used to separate quartz and feldspar grains before being etched 
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with hydrofluoric acid (47% HF). Dose rate analysis was performed by ALS Chemex in Reno 
NV using ICP-MS and ICP-AES AES to determine K (%), Rb (ppm), Th (ppm), and U (ppm) 
concentrations of the sediment. I use a minimum age model (Galbraith et al., 1999) to estimate 
the ages, which favors younger, more fully bleached (reset) samples. 
OSL sample analysis was not completed in time for submission of this thesis. However 
preliminary results are generally consistent with expected ages based on dating of glacial and 
end-glacial deposits elsewhere within western Washington (Haugerud and Hendy, 2016; 
Heusser, 1973; Kovanen and Easterbrook, 2001; Mosher and Hewitt, 2004; Porter and Swanson, 
1998), and models of landscape evolution in recently deglaciated settings (Ballantyne, 2017) 
(Table 2). Results of the OSL analysis will be included in a publication in preparation once final 
dates become available. 
 
RADIOCARBON DATING 
This study used standard acid-base-acid pre-treatment protocol (Brock et al., 2010) for all 
radiocarbon samples before being analyzed using an accelerated mass spectrometer (AMS) by 
DirectAMS (www.directams.com). Results of the radiocarbon analysis yield ages in radiocarbon 
years B.P., which were calibrated to calendar years B.P. using the program OxCal (Ramsey, 
2008, 2009) and the INTCAL13 calibration data of Reimer et al. (2013). Radiocarbon ages of 
detrital charcoal represent a maximum age of the deposit as the charcoal must already be present 
in the landscape before being mobilized and buried.  
Eleven detrital charcoal samples were analyzed in this study, collected from different 
deposits along the trace of the SCF (Table 3, Figure 2, and Figure S6). Seven samples were 
collected from different debris flow deposits related to deposition within the offset channels (six 
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samples collected from inside channels themselves and one sample from a debris flow fan at the 
base of the channel) (Figure 9 and Table 3). Samples were collected as deep in the exposure as 
possible in attempt to date the oldest deposits within that channel (the oldest deposits within a 
channel best bracket the age of channel formation), but were limited by the availability of 
charcoal, the size of deposits, and a shallow water table (which filled many test pits). The other 
four samples were collected from glacial till (Qgt), an alluvial terrace (Qt), and fan (Qf) 
deformed by the SCF (two samples, GB32 and BL02 were sampled from paleoseismic trenches) 
(Figures S1 and S6). Radiocarbon dates of one sample collected from a post-glacial fan (SCF18-
CD6) show a glacial age of 47,812 – 45,500 Cal yrs. BP (Table 3). As such, this old date 
suggests that the collected charcoal was recycled. Most calibrated dates from charcoal samples 
collected within channel-associated deposits fall between ~3300 and ~1400 Cal yrs. BP (Table 3, 
Figure 9). However, two other channel-associated samples produce ages of 5751–5982 Cal yrs. 
BP (sample SCF18-10-06), and 10,707-11,104 Cal yrs. BP (SCF18-11B-01; Table 3, Figure 9). 
New radiocarbon and OSL ages from glacial and post-glacial deposits further constrain 
the age of deglacial of the Juan de Fuca Lobe in the northern Olympic Mountains. The deglacial 
age of the Juan de Fuca lobe (14,940–14,095 Cal yrs. BP) suggested by Kovanen and 
Easterbrook (2001) is similar to that of charcoal (14,196–13,794 Cal yrs. BP) sampled from 
coarse grained fluvial deposits, interpreted in the field as glacial outwash or alluvial fan (sample 
GB32, Table 3). As such, the charcoal ages reported in this study are consistent with a deglacial 
age of ~14 ka in the northern Olympic Mountains. The abundance of younger charcoal (~11ka–
1.5 ka) within debris flow channel/fan deposits and fluvial terraces (Table 3) suggests 
geomorphic activity within channels continued well into the Holocene, following the retreat of 
the Juan de Fuca lobe. This timeframe and style of Holocene geomorphic activity is consistent 
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with models of landscape evolution in paraglacial settings which propose that sediment supply 
exhaustion and re-entry of vegetation into the landscape restricts geomorphic activity to major 
drainages, small channels on steep hillslopes, and landslides (Ballantyne, 2017). 
 
SLIP VARIABILITY AND FAULT SLIP RATES 
Both the range (3–30 m of strike-slip; 0.5–6.5 m of dip-slip; Figure 8, Table 1) and 
along-strike variability of strike-slip and dip-slip displacements along the SCF and LCBCF 
(Figure 7) reflects multiple post-glacial surface-rupturing earthquakes. Variability of cumulative 
fault slip can be explained by: (1) variable slip along strike during individual surface rupturing 
events; (2) age of offset features varying along strike (e.g., older features are offset by more 
earthquakes than younger features); and/or (3) surface rupturing events occurring at certain 
locations along strike more frequently than at other locations. Each of these scenarios on their 
own would produce different spatial distributions of fault slip. Variable slip along strike would 
yield seemingly random distributions of slip that reflect the cumulative effects of coseismic slip 
variability (e.g., Mcgill and Rubin, 1999); offset features of various age would produce distinct 
clusters of slip magnitudes (e.g., Zielke et al., 2010); and spatial variability in the frequency of 
earthquakes would yield different slip magnitudes along distinct fault strands.  
The distribution of dip-slip and strike-slip displacement measured along strike of the SCF 
and LCBCF does not show distinct differences in fault slip between the SCF and LCBCF, aside 
from slightly higher dip-slip displacement on the SCF (Figure 8). This observation, along with 
paleoseismic evidence that correlates the timing of some but not all surface rupturing events 
across the LCBCF (Nelson et al., 2017), Lake Crescent (Leithold et al., 2019), and the SCF 
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(Amos et al., 2019), suggests that spatial variability in the frequency of earthquakes, alone, does 
not control the variability of slip along the SCF/LCBCF.  
I recognize three sites where single event displacements are possibly recorded by channel 
thalwegs, suggesting that the variability in slip may reflect differences in the age of the measured 
piercing lines. Of these channels, site J shows the best evidence for incremental offset because, at 
this location, a fault scarp preserved within the debris flow channel records less vertical 
separation (3.7 ± 0.2 m) than the scarp on the interfluve (5.0 ± 0.3 m; Figure 4). Additional slip 
measurements at site J show differential strike-slip displacement between the channel thalweg 
and the interfluve – the channel thalweg is offset 4.0 ± 0.8 m while the interfluve is offset 8.3 ± 
1.8 m (Figure 4, Table 1). The strike-slip displacement of the riser midpoint at site J (6.4 ± 1.0 
m; Figure 4D), which is less than that of the interfluve and more than the channel thalweg, may 
suggest that site J records three surface ruptures. However, the strike-slip displacement recorded 
by the riser midpoint is more likely less than the interfluve due to erosion during the interseismic 
period (e.g., Figure 5C). Because the channel thalweg represents a single event displacement and 
erosion is required to record incremental offset within a single channel (otherwise all markers 
would record only the cumulative displacement of all surface ruptures) then geomorphic 
modification likely took place during the interseismic period, reducing the recorded displacement 
of other channel markers like the riser midpoint. Additionally, the measurement of the riser 
midpoint displacement is within error of that from the interfluve, so I am unable to conclude that 
it is distinct.  
Based on field measurements, lidar measurements, and radiocarbon dating of debris flow 
deposits, I suggest that channel J has been offset by at least two earthquake ruptures, where the 
upthrown side of the channel was cut off from the downthrown side during the most recent 
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event. As such, the lateral offset of the channel thalweg represents a single event strike-slip 
displacement (4.0 ± 0.8 m) and the offset of the interfluve represents the cumulative strike-slip 
displacement (8.3 ± 1.8 m) of two or more events. Following my interpretation at Site J, the age 
of charcoal (2,310–2,120 Cal yrs. BP; Sample SCF18-03-0; Table 3) collected from a debris 
flow deposit in the upthrown (i.e. cutoff) channel must predate the most recent earthquake and 
postdate the penultimate earthquake. The age of the cutoff debris flow deposit agrees with 
paleoseismic evidence that postulates the most recent earthquake to be ~1,300 Cal yrs. BP, and 
the penultimate event to be ~3,000 Cal yrs. BP (Leithold et al., 2019; Nelson et al., 2017).  
The other two channels that I interpret to record single event displacements, Site H on the 
SCF and Site OL03 on the LCBC, do not have scarps preserved within the channel. However, 
the strike-slip displacement of the channel thalwegs (4.1 ± 1.0 m and 4.5 ± 2.4 m, respectively) is 
substantially less from other markers outside the channels (9.9 – 14.7 m and 26.0 + 11.8 /- 8.0 m, 
respectively) and similar to the site J thalweg. (4.0 ± 0.8 m; Figures 7, S4, and Table 1). Taken 
together with my interpretation of site J, I conclude that the strike-slip displacement per event on 
the SCF and LCBCF is approximately 4.0 ± 1.0 m.  
 Despite evidence for piercing lines of varying age, the magnitude of strike-slip 
displacement does not correlate with the radiocarbon age of the channel deposits (Figure 9). If 
charcoal within channel deposits recorded the age of channel incision (before faulting), then the 
magnitude of strike-slip displacement would increase with channel age. Instead, most channel 
ages are young (between ~3300 and ~1400 Cal yrs. BP) with two older ages (~5,800 and 
~11,000 Cal yrs. BP; Figure 9, Table 3), suggesting that channels have routed debris flow 
sediment throughout the mid-to-late Holocene and likely have throughout post-glacial time. 
While geomorphic activity in channels has removed the record of dip-slip displacement within 
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the channels (except for site J), these piercing lines still appear to be robust recorders of strike-
slip displacement because a wide range of strike-slip magnitudes (including large amounts of 
slip) are still preserved. Therefore, strike-slip displacement may correlate better with channel age 
than the deposit age from radiocarbon dating. As such, the channels with most strike-slip 
displacement (~25 ± 5 m) are likely the oldest channels in the study area. These larger offsets 
may record the cumulative slip for all post-glacial surface rupturing events on the SCF, assuming 
a single event strike-slip displacement of 4 ± 1 m and five post-glacial surface rupturing events 
from the nearby (~2 km away) Bog Lemming trench of Amos et al. (2019). Based on evidence 
for channels of multiple age and inconsistent timing of some earthquakes on the SCF and 
LCBCF from paleoseismic studies, (Amos et al., 2019; Leithold et al., 2019; Nelson et al., 2017), 
the variability in slip along strike of SCF/LCBCF is likely a reflection of variability in the slip 
along strike of surface rupturing events, where these events occurred, and the age of the piercing 
lines that record the slip.  
Based on models of landscape development in recently deglaciated settings, channel 
incision on steep, drift-mantled hillslopes occurs within a few hundred years after glacial retreat 
due the large sediment supply and lack of vegetation (Ballantyne, 2017). Therefore, older 
channels, which record the most strike-slip displacement, likely formed immediately after 
deglaciation, and are the best piercing lines in construction of a post-glacial fault slip rate for the 
SCF and LCBCF. Combination of a deglacial age of 14 ± 1 ka, constrained through radiocarbon 
and OSL dating of glacial outwash, ice contact deposits and alluvial fans (Tables 2 and 3), and 
the total slip recorded by channels with the most offset (25 ± 5 m) produces a preferred post-
glacial strike-slip rate of 1.3–2.3 mm/yr. Similarly, combination of the deglacial age with the 
range of dip-slip displacements on glacially derived deposits along the SCF and LCBCF (0.7–6.5 
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m) yield a dip-slip rate of 0.05–0.5 mm/yr. Using the measurements of single event slip from site 
J and the empirical relations of Hemphill-Haley and Weldon (1999), I estimate the moment 
magnitude of paleo-earthquakes to be ~ Mw7.2–7.5.  Similarly, assuming a full rupture over the 
~60 km length of the LCBCF and SCF, empirical relationships (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994) 
indicate paleo-earthquake size of Mw 7.1–7.2.   
 
CRUSTAL STRAIN MODELING 
I compare measured fault slip rates and kinematics with the predictions of geodetically 
constrained models of forearc deformation to determine what relationships exist between slip 
over millennia on the LCBCF/SCF, subduction zone processes, and forearc block interactions. 
Geodetic velocity fields within the Cascadia forearc show the influence of clockwise crustal 
block rotation, interseismic coupling along the Cascadia subduction zone (McCaffrey et al., 
2007, 2013; Wells et al., 2014; Wells and Simpson, 2001), and repeated (quasi-periodic) slow 
slip events (Rogers and Dragert, 2003; Audet and Schaeffer, 2018; Mountjoy and Barnes, 2011; 
Peng and Gomberg, 2010). Additionally, geodetic displacement fields will capture the effects of 
CSZ coseismic slip during the next megathrust earthquake. Quantification of different tectonic 
processes through geodetically constrained subduction zone models presents the opportunity to 
understand the influence of short term (101 yr.) tectonic processes on upper plate structures. 
Here, I implement a boundary element method (BEM) model (Crouch and Starfield, 
1983; Thomas, 1993) to estimate the stress imposed by three independent subduction zone 
processes: (1) interseismic coupling on a locked CSZ; (2) slow slip events; and (3) CSZ 
coseismic rupture. Additionally, I use an elastic block model (Meade and Loveless, 2009) to 
determine the how strain accumulation on SCF and LCBCF is related to forearc block 
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interactions and interseismic coupling along the CSZ. Using the BEM model, I estimate the slip 
rate on the SCF and LCBCF required to relieve the imposed stress. I assume that the polygonal 
elements representing the SCF/LCBCF are shear traction-free surfaces (e.g., Cooke and Dair, 
2011) and that the slip completely relieves the accumulated shear stress imposed by the tectonic 
process being modeled. The resulting slip rate distribution represents the coseismic slip 
distribution on the LCBCF/SCF, normalized by the recurrence interval. The amount and 
distribution of slip rates calculated from the BEM modelling are then compared to the 
measurements of long-term (~14 ka) fault slip rate determined in this study.  
 
BEM MODELING PROCESS AND PARAMETERS 
The BEM model represents the 3-D geometry of the CSZ, SCF and LCBCF using 
triangular dislocation elements (TDEs) meshed together in an elastic half-space characterized by 
a shear modulus of 3×1010 Pa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.25. Within the BEM model, the surface 
trace of the SCF and LCBCF is projected to a depth of 10 km and rotated to a ~80° dip to the 
north, consistent with bedrock mapping of the SCF and LCBCF (Polenz et al., 2004; Dragovich 
et al., 2002; Schasse, 2003; Tabor and Cady, 1978a). The geometry of the CSZ, also represented 
by a continuous mesh of TDEs, is based on slab depth contours derived from seismicity data 
(McCrory et al., 2012). On each TDE, I prescribe the traction rate or displacement (slip) rate in 
the strike, dip, and normal direction of each triangular element. On all TDEs, I prescribe zero 
displacement rate conditions in the element-normal direction to prevent opening or 
interpenetration across elements. On the CSZ TDEs, however, I prescribe the geodetically 
estimated slip (or slip rate) distribution from the modeled tectonic process in the strike and dip 
directions. Specifics on the creation of each CSZ slip distribution are described in the following 
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sections. On the SCF and LCBCF TDEs, I assign zero shear traction in the strike and dip 
directions. As such, the BEM model estimates the slip rate distribution on the crustal fault 
elements necessary to achieve the prescribed zero shear traction rate conditions, which I interpret 
as the slip rate distribution required to completely relieve the shear traction imposed by modeled 
tectonic process (Figure 10). 
 
CASCADIA SUBDUCTION ZONE INTERSEISMIC COUPLING 
To model the effects of interseismic coupling on the LCBCF and SCF, I first calculate a 
slip deficit distribution on the CSZ using an elastic block model (Meade and Loveless, 2009), 
with microplate boundaries defined by Holocene-active faults (U.S. Geological Survey, 2006) 
and gradients in GPS velocities (Evans et al., 2015; Loveless and Meade, 2011). In order to 
isolate the effects of interseismic subduction zone coupling on the SCF/LCBCF, the block model 
does not include the LCBC/SCF as a block bounding segment when computing the CSZ slip 
deficit distribution. The CSZ slip deficit distribution (Figure 11A) is then input in the BEM 
model along with the SCF/LCBCF geometries and the boundary conditions described above to 
estimate the fault slip on the LCBCF and SCF necessary to relieve the stress imposed by 
interseismic coupling.  
The slip rate distribution on the LCBCF and SCF produced by the BEM model predicts 
up to 1.6 mm/yr of left lateral slip and up to 0.5 mm/yr of reverse slip corresponding to a rake of 
~ 20–45° (Figure 12A and Table 4). The rate of reverse slip estimated by interseismic coupling is 
consistent with the magnitude and direction of the post-glacial dip-slip rate, however, the strike-
slip component of modeled slip produces the opposite kinematics than shown by the geomorphic 
record of the SCF/LCBCF.   
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CASCADIA SUBDUCTION ZONE COSEISMIC STRESS TRANSFER 
 Surface deformation during a rupture of the Cascadia subduction zone has not been 
measured geodetically within Cascadia as it has been in other subduction zones (e.g., Ito et al., 
2011; Iinuma et al., 2012). However, dislocation models (e.g., Flüt et al., 1997; Wang et al., 
2001, 2003; McCaffrey et al., 2007) and the paleoseismic record of offshore turbidites, coseismic 
subsidence, and tsunami deposits (Goldfinger et al., 2016; Priest et al., 2017; Atwater, 1987; 
Atwater and Hemphill-Haley, 1997) can estimate the recurrence interval and degree of 
deformation as a result of coseismic slip. I used 33 distributions of coseismic slip originally 
presented by Frankel et al. (2018) and Wirth et al. (2018) to model the stress imposed by a CSZ 
megathrust earthquake on the SCF and LCBCF. Each slip distribution is composed of several 
high stress-drop Mw 8.0 subevents superimposed on large, shallower background slip such that 
the total seismic moment of each model corresponds to Mw 9.0 (Frankel et al., 2018). Coseismic 
slip distributions are randomly seeded across three prescribed down-dip rupture extents based on 
the choices of the 2014 National Seismic Hazard Maps (Frankel et al., 2015; Petersen et al., 
2002). These limits listed from deepest to shallowest are: (1) the top of the nonvolcanic tremor 
zone, (2) the 1 cm/yr locking contour derived from inversion of GPS and uplift data, and (3) the 
midpoint of the edge of the locked zone in thermal modeling and the 1 cm/yr locking location. 
The up dip rupture limit is specified to a depth of 5 km for all models  (Frankel et al., 2018). 
Each slip distribution is converted to slip rate distributions using a recurrence interval of 500 
years (Atwater and Hemphill-Haley, 1997; McCaffrey and Goldfinger, 1995; Priest et al., 2017) 
and are interpolated onto the triangular dislocation elements representing the geometry of the 
CSZ (McCrory et al., 2012). Slip rate distributions (e.g., Figure 11B; all 33 distributions shown 
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in Figure S7) are then input into the BEM model with all necessary crustal fault geometries and 
boundary conditions. Two iterations of the BEM are run for each distribution, with variations in 
CSZ coseismic rake (90°, 115°) to account for uncertainty in the rake of coseismic slip 
(McCaffrey et al., 2013) 
The resulting slip rate distributions on the LCBCF and SCF from all model runs (Figure 
S7), assuming a CSZ coseismic rake of 90°, predicts ~ 0.3 to 1.5 mm/yr of right lateral and  ~0.1 
to 0.3 mm/yr of normal slip, corresponding to a rake of ~ -145° to -175° (Table 4). Models that 
assumed a CSZ coseismic rake of 115° predicted slightly slower right lateral rates (up to 1.3 
mm/yr) on the LCBC and SCF and faster normal rates (up to 0.5 mm/yr) (e.g., Figure 12B and 
Table 4). Additionally, models with prescribed deep down-dip rupture limits and/or randomly 
seeded large magnitudes of slip in the northern CSZ predicted faster slip rates (both dip-slip and 
strike-slip) than models with shallower down-dip rupture limits. Overall these results suggest 
that during a coseismic rupture of the CSZ, right lateral slip on the SCF and LCBCF is greatest if 
the rupture is deep, focused on the northern CSZ, and has a rake of ~90°. In the scenarios that 
produce fast strike-slip rates, the magnitude and direction of dextral slip is consistent with the 
rates and kinematics of the SCF/LCBCF during post-glacial time. However, all models of 
coseismic rupture produce slow rates of normal slip, inconsistent with the interpretation that 
Olympic Peninsula faults have reverse motion. 
 
SLOW SLIP EVENTS 
To model the stress imposed on the LCBCF and SCF during slow slip events, I combine 
the cumulative effects of 31 slow slip events from 1996–2017 (Molitors Bergman, 2017) to 
create a slow slip distribution on the CSZ TDEs. I convert the slow slip distribution to a slip rate 
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distribution by normalizing over the time frame that the events occurred (21 years) and input the 
slip rate distribution into the BEM to estimate the fault slip on the LCBCF and SCF necessary to 
relieve the stress imposed by slow slip (Figure 11C). The BEM predicts up to 0.7 mm/yr of right 
lateral slip and up 0.4 mm/yr of normal slip, corresponding to a rake of -125° to -165° (Figure 
12C, Table 4). In comparison to the magnitude and direction of post-glacial deformation on the 
SCF/LCBCF, the modeled estimates of right lateral slip rate are too slow and the dip-slip motion 
is of the opposite slip sense.  
 
ELASTIC BLOCK MODEL 
I model the effects of the forearc block rotation on LCBCF and SCF using the same  
geodetically constrained elastic block model methodology used to calculate the CSZ interseismic 
slip deficit distribution except I define various combinations of block configurations in the 
northern Cascadia forearc where the LCBCF and SCF are represented as a block-bounding fault 
(Meade and Loveless, 2009) (Figure 13). I then use the GPS velocity field to simultaneously 
estimate block rotations, elastic deformation arising from fully coupled block boundaries, and 
spatially variable coupling on the CSZ. The relative motion of the Juan de Fuca and North 
American plates are constrained using the Euler pole of Miller et al. (2001). The block model 
estimates the slip rate and kinematics on all block-bounding fault segments that I compare to 
geologic rates of slip on all block-bounding faults, including the LCBCF and SCF. These models 
differ from the BEM models described above, in that the stress imposed on the LCBCF and SCF 
by subduction zone slip processes is not formally considered. Rather, these models estimate slip 
rates on all faults under the assumption that observed GPS velocities arise from the contribution 
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of relative motion of tectonic blocks and the interseismic locking that occurs on the faults that 
bound them. 
I test different block configurations (Figure 13) in northern Cascadia to determine how 
the location, number, and size of blocks affect the predicted slip rates and kinematics of the SCF 
and LCBCF. Specifically, I test three different styles of block configurations: (1) a small number 
of large blocks (Figure 13, bottom row); (2) a moderate number of intermediately sized blocks 
(Figure 13, middle row); and (3) a large number of small blocks (Figure 13, top row). Within 
these models, I adjust the SCF/LCBCF fault to (1) connect with the Darrington Devils Mountain 
fault zone (DDMFZ) (Figure 13, left column), (2) connect to the Southern Whidbey Island fault 
zone (SWIFZ) (Figure 13, middle column), or (3) not connect with any faults across the Puget 
Sound (Figure 13, right column). Each scenario is then checked to ensure that the rates and 
kinematics predicted by the model are comparable to the geologic rates and kinematics that have 
been measured on each Quaternary-active fault (Barnett et al., 2015; Johnson et al., 1999, 1996; 
Personius et al., 2014; Sherrod et al., 2008; Witter et al., 2008; U.S. Geological Survey, 2006).  
The results of the elastic block modeling show only three configurations that predict 
dextral motion on the SCF/LCBCF: Intermediate sized blocks with the SCF/LCBCF connected 
to the DDMFZ, large blocks with the SCF/LCBCF connected to the DDMFZ , and large blocks 
with the SCF/LCBCF connected to the SMFZ (Figure 13, red boxes). None of the small block 
configurations or configurations that did not connect the LCBCF with faults across the Puget 
Sound produced right lateral slip on the SCF/LCBCF. Of the configurations that produced the 
correct kinematics, the configuration with intermediate sized blocks that connected the 
SCF/LCBCF to the DDMFZ, produced slip rates (2.8 mm/yr dextral; 0.3 mm/yr reverse) and 
strike-slip to dip-slip ratios (~7:1) on the LCBC/SCF that are most similar to the geologic rates 
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and kinematics of deformation (Figure 14, Table 4). Other block bounding faults in this 
configuration produced kinematics that are consistent with kinematic interpretations of geologic 
data on each fault (e.g., left-lateral and reverse motion on the CRF). However, the slip rate 
magnitude and strike slip to dip slip ratio on several block bounding faults are inconsistent with 
geologic data. For example, the elastic block model produces fast left-lateral slip rates (3.2 ± 0.5 
mm/yr) and slow reverse slip rates (0.5 ± 0.6 mm/yr) on the Seattle fault (figure 14) whereas 
geologic and geophysical data characterize the Seattle fault as dominantly reverse with no strike-
slip component (Blakely et al., 2002; Johnson et al., 1999). Despite discrepancies between the 
modeled slip rates and geologic slip rates on regional faults, the consistency in model estimates 
of kinematics and geologic data on regional faults permits the elastic block model as first-order 
explanation for the regional GPS velocity field and slip on the SCF/LCBCF.  
  
IMPLICATIONS FOR PERMANENT STRAIN ACCUMULATION WITHIN THE 
CASCADIA FOREARC 
Comparison of long term (103 yr) with short term rates (101 yr) and kinematics of 
deformation reveal that the stresses that contribute to short term strain are stable over longer 
timescales. Based on OSL dating, radiocarbon dating, and measurements of offset geomorphic 
features, I suggest that over the last ~14 ka, the SCF and LCBCF have been characterized by slip 
rates of 1.3–2.3 mm/yr and dominantly dextral kinematics (rakes of ~170° or a ~6–1 strike-slip 
to dip-slip ratio; Figure 7, Table 1). Of the four sources of stress modeled in this study, three 
sources produce right lateral kinematics on the SCF/LCBCF. Only two of these, however, 
produce slip rates and strike-slip to dip-slip ratios that are consistent with long term deformation. 
Interseismic strain accumulation produces left lateral slip on the SCF/LCBCF and slow slip 
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events produce right lateral slip rates (<0.7 mm/yr) and strike-slip to dip-slip ratios (~2:1) that 
are too low relative to the long-term right lateral slip rate (1.3–2.3 mm/yr) and strike-slip to dip-
slip ratio (~6:1). As such, I suggest that these sources of stress do not individually drive slip on 
the LCBCF/SCF 
Of the models that produced right lateral slip on the SCF/LCBCF, elastic block models 
and BEM models of CSZ coseismic stress transfer produce permissible matches with the long-
term slip rate and rake/strike-slip to dip-slip ratio (Figures 12B, 14, and Table 4). The best match 
comes from geodetically constrained crustal block models, which treat the SCF/LCBCF and 
DDMFZ as a block boundary and estimate right lateral and reverse slip at rates consistent with 
long term deformation (Figure 14). While bedrock maps indicate that the dip-slip component of 
the SCF/LCBCF is reverse (Polenz et al., 2004; Dragovich et al., 2002; Schasse, 2003; Tabor and 
Cady, 1978a), I did not find any geomorphic evidence to constrain the kinematics of the dip-slip 
component over post-glacial time. For these reasons, I infer that coseismic stress transfer, which 
produces relatively fast rates of dextral and small rates of normal slip on the LCBC/SCF, to be a 
permissible factor in forearc fault deformation. Taken together, modeling results show that slip 
and permanent strain accumulation on the SCF/LCBCF might be explained by CSZ coseismic 
stress transfer, but models of crustal block interactions provide a more consistent model of 
deformation. These models are not exclusive – the SCF and LCBCF permanently accumulate 
strain as a result of forearc block interactions but may also be influenced by stresses related to 
CSZ earthquakes. More work that constrains the dip-slip component of SCF/LCBCF slip will 
help to further evaluate the role these models play in forearc faulting. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 Based on geomorphic mapping, fault slip analysis, and radiocarbon/OSL dating of offset 
geomorphic features and deposits along strike of the SCF and LCBCF, I characterize a post-
glacial chronology of geomorphic activity and constrain the long term (103–104 yrs) rate and 
kinematics of faulting.  Radiocarbon and OSL results suggest that the northern Olympic 
Mountains were deglaciated by ~14 ka. Immediately following the retreat of the Juan de Fuca 
lobe, geomorphic instability in the paraglacial landscape mobilized sediment, deposited fans and 
terraces, and carved debris flow channels into the steep glacial till-mantled hillslopes. 
Subsequent stabilization of the hillslopes, due the exhaustion of the sediment supply and re-entry 
of vegetation into the landscape, restricted Holocene geomorphic activity to debris flow 
deposition, channel incision, and landslides. Measurements of slip, derived from laterally offset 
stream channels and scarp profiles, suggest that the SCF and LCBCF are characterized by 
multiple post-glacial surface rupturing events, dominantly dextral motion (~6:1 strike-slip to dip-
slip ratio) along a steeply dipping fault plane, and a slip rate of 1.3–2.3 mm/yr. Empirical 
relationships of fault rupture length and slip per event produce earthquake size estimates of ~Mw 
7.1–7.5. Our results highlight the significant seismic risk that the SCF and LCBCF pose to 
nearby communities (e.g., Joyce and Port Angeles; Figure 1C). 
 The similarities between long-term and short-term deformation from geodetically 
constrained elastic block models and models of CSZ coseismic stress transfer suggest that the 
SCF and LCBCF play an important role in the accumulation of permanent strain within the 
Cascadia forearc. As such, the stresses that drive forearc block interactions explain the 
magnitude and direction of fault slip on the SCF/LCBCF but may be modulated by stresses 
related to CSZ earthquakes. Similarities further suggest that these stresses are stable over the 
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length of the CSZ earthquake cycle, and that they are retained as fault slip on forearc faults. My 
results are consistent with existing models of forearc deformation in Cascadia (McCaffrey et al., 
2007, 2013; Savage and Wells, 2015; Wells et al., 1998; Wells and Simpson, 2001), that attribute 
forearc fault slip to the interactions of rigid crustal blocks and CSZ coupling, and with studies in 
Japan (Kato et al., 2011; Imanishi et al., 2012) and Chile (Farías et al., 2011; Melnick et al., 
2012) which attribute fault slip to stresses transferred from subduction zone ruptures.    
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APPENDIX I. MEASUREMENT AND EVAULATION OF STRIKE-SLIP 
DISPLACEMENT 
To determine the amount of strike-slip displacement recorded by each offset channel I 
used the following four step approach: 
(1) Remove poorly fit geomorphic markers. I removed geomorphic markers where the 
statistically-identified points did not appear to accurately follow their respective geomorphic 
feature, had a large degree of scatter, and/or followed features very similar to those included in 
other geomorphic markers (e.g., markers intended to identify the riser top that are actually 
identifying the riser midpoint). In almost all cases, the reason for a poor marker fit is attributed to 
poor lidar quality, the hummocky nature of the ground surface (most likely a result of dense 
vegetation), and/or obvious geomorphic modification (e.g., slumping, landsliding, road 
construction). 
(2) Interpret the distribution of slip measurements in terms of the geomorphic/tectonic 
development of the offset channel site. In cases where the strike-slip displacement 
measurements made from the well-fit geomorphic markers were not significantly different, the 
preferred measurement of strike-slip displacement and uncertainty was derived from the 
Gaussian curve (e.g., Figure 3D, black curve labeled ‘best’) fit to the summed and normalized 
probability densities of all measurements being considered (e.g., Figure 3D, curve in red, labeled 
‘Sum’). In cases were markers were significantly different, a determination of the preferred 
amount of strike-slip displacement requires a geomorphic reason to favor certain measurements. 
If the largest measurement of strike-slip displacement comes from a marker that has likely not 
been affected by erosion within the channel (e.g., the interfluve or the protected channel margin), 
then I assume the other markers which record less slip are affected by erosion within the channel 
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during the interseismic period. As such, the preferred strike-slip displacement measurement and 
uncertainty is derived from the Gaussian distribution of the largest offset marker. However, if 
unprotected markers measure the largest slip, I assume that the variability of the measurements 
to be the true uncertainty in the measurement. Doing so, I report the strike-slip displacement and 
uncertainty as a uniformly distributed range that encompasses all relevant geomorphic markers. 
(3) Adjust errors based on backslipping and assign distributions to measurements. For each 
site I backslipped the lidar maps of each channel to the lower bound, upper bound, and preferred 
measurement of each channel to provide a visual check on the statistically derived 
measurements. Note that all backslipped images (Figure S4) represent the offset feature using a 
lidar- derived elevation color ramp (Figure S4, green = low, white = high), with half-meter 
contours overlaid on a slope-shade map. If backslips seemed reasonable I did not adjust the 
reported measurements and assigned a probability distribution appropriate for the original 
distribution (e.g., if reported strike-slip displacement was derived from a Gaussian distribution, 
then a Gaussian distribution for the reported measurement was maintained). However, if 
backslipping showed that the reported strike-slip displacement was unreasonable, I trimmed or 
expanded the errors of the reported measurement to a value that would be reasonable based on 
additional backslipping. In cases where backslipping required adjusting the errors of Gaussian 
distributions, I assigned a triangular distribution to the reported measurement where the edges of 
the triangle represent the upper and lower error bounds and the peak represents the preferred 
strike-slip displacement. In cases where backslipping required adjusting the errors of a uniform 
distribution, I maintained the uniform distribution but adjusted its bounds. 
(4) Assign quality ranking to the reported measurement of strike-slip displacement. Quality 
rankings of I to IV (I = best, IV = worst) are based on the quality of the lidar at the offset 
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location, the fit of the geomorphic markers, the degree of geomorphic modification around the 
fault, and the obliquity of the offset channel to the fault. (e.g., Table 1, Figure S4) 
 
APPENDIX II. APPLICATIONS OF METHODS IN FORESTED TERRAIN 
My study of recently discovered strike-slip surface ruptures in the heavily forested 
Olympic Mountains presents the opportunity to evaluate the channel measuring program, 
“3D_Fault_Offsets,” outside of the sparsely vegetated, alluvial channels that it was originally 
designed and tested for (Stewart et al., 2017). Throughout the process of measuring 11 offset 
debris flow channels on the SCF and three offset debris flow channels on the LCBCF, 
3D_Fault_Offsets consistently misidentified various channel markers (Figure S4). Of the nine 
channel features that 3D_Fault_Offsets automatically identifies, the channel riser tops and riser 
bottoms were the most consistently misrepresented. Alternatively, the channel thalweg, riser 
midpoints and, less occasionally, max elevations were often identified by 3D_Fault_Offsets with 
reasonable accuracy and were the primary markers that this study to measure strike-slip 
displacement (Figure S4). 
Using the markers that accurately traced the geomorphic features of the offset channel to 
calculate dip-slip displacement, I made the following observations: (1) dip-slip displacement 
measurements often showed the wrong kinematics (e.g., a channel that crosses a south-side-up 
scarp will have automatically-identified marker with north-side-up displacement); (2) the 
distribution of dip-slip displacement measurements from various channel markers did not 
consistently reflect the same distribution of strike-slip displacement measurements (i.e., if a 
marker records a large strike-slip displacement, then the same marker often doesn’t record a 
large dip-slip displacement, relative to the other markers); and (3)  dip-slip displacement 
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measurements derived from channel thalwegs were consistently within error of zero slip. For 
most channels I attribute observation (3) to geomorphic modification within the channel, but the 
inconsistencies noted in observations (1) and (2) reflect shortcomings with the use of the 
automatically identified channel markers in dip-slip displacement calculations. Furthermore, dip-
slip displacement measurements are more susceptible to misidentified points than strike-slip 
displacement calculations due the relative magnitude of strike-slip to dip-slip displacement along 
the SCF and LCBCF. For example, if a channel is dextrally offset 15 m, vertically offset 1.5 m 
and 3D_Fault_Offsets identifies a channel marker within a one meter error of its true location (in 
all directions), then the strike-slip displacement measurement will be affected by a small amount 
but the strike-slip displacement may become indiscernible. For these reasons I choose to use dip-
slip displacement measurements derived from scarp profiles taken outside of channels in order to 
calculate total slip, strike-slip to dip-slip ratios, and rake. 
I attribute the errors in marker identification and dip-slip displacement calculation 
produced by 3D_Fault_Offsets to the shape of the debris flow channels, which do not have 
distinct terraces, and the hummocky nature of the digital elevation models used in this study. 
While the lidar data was gridded at a relatively high resolution (1.0 m and 0.5 m resolution 
DEMs were used), the rolling nature of the forested ground surface and irregularities in the 
density of the point cloud used to construct the DEM resulted in a dataset characterized by rough 
surfaces. Because 3D_Fault_Offsets uses relative elevations, steepness, and changes in concavity 
to automatically identify the location of channel markers, the roughness of the DEMs produced 
many inaccurate markers that were not removed by the filtering method of Stewart et al (2017). 
Additionally, smoothing the DEM by resampling it to greater pixel sizes did not prove effective 
for reducing error. Despite the challenges of using 3D_Fault_Offsets in steep forested terrain, we 
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found the program to be an effective tool for measuring strike-slip displacement when the user 
cautiously removes (manually) misidentified points, interprets the measured strike-slip 
displacement in the context of the geomorphic development of the channel, and uses 
backslipping the check the quality of the measurement.    
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Figure 1. Tectonic setting and location of the Sadie Creek fault. (A) Plate-tectonic setting of the Cascadia subduc-
tion zone. Plate convergence rate and direction (black arrow) between the North American plate and Juan de Fuca 
plate is derived from DeMets et al. (2010). (B) Geologic map of northwestern Washington, USA and southern 
Vancouver Island, CAN. Bedrock and geologic units are simplified from Dragovich et al. (2002). Quaternary active 
faults in WA are from the USGS Quaternary Fault and Fold Database (U.S. Geological Survery, 2006). Quaternary 
active faults within Vancouver Island are from the British Columbia Geological Survey (2018). Abbreviations: 
(CRF) Canyon River Fault; (CLF) Cowichan Lake Fault; (DDMFZ) Darrington Devils Mountain Fault Zone;  
(HCF) Hood Canal Fault; (LCBC) Lake Creek-Boundary Creek Fault; (LRF) Leach River Fault; (SMFZ) Saddle 
Mountain Fault Zone; (SCF) Sadie Creek Fault; (SJF) San Juan Fault; (SF) Seattle Fault Zone; (SWIFZ) South 
Whidbey Island Fault Zone; (TF) Tacoma Fault. (C) Map showing the Sadie Creek Fault (this study) and the Lake 
Creek Boundary-Creek Fault (Nelson et al., 2017). 
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Figure 2. Geomorphology and geologic deposits 
surrounding the Sadie Creek fault (A) Extent of the 
SCF (red line) shown with a lidar hillshade and 
elevation gradient. Sample locations are shown by 
triangles. (B & C) Bare earth hillshade and mapping 
interpretation, respectively, shown at the same map 
extent.
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Figure 3. Examples of dip-slip and strike-slip displacement measurements. (A) Location and position of five scarp profiles (colored lines) and 
dextrally offset channels B, C, and D. (B) Annotated field photo of Channel B. Picture location and view direction is indicated by the white 
arrow in A. (C) Plot of dip-slip probability densities derived from the scarp profiles shown in A. Black line shows the estimated kernel density 
function fit to the all probability density functions, except SP02. (D) Automatically identified channel markers (left) and probability density 
function functions of strike-slip displacement measurements (right) from Channel B. The probability densities of the features are summed and 
normalized (red line) then fit with a Gaussian curve (black line). 
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Figure 4. Analysis of strike slip and dip slip at offset channel J (location shown in Figure 2). (A) Map showing the 
location of scarp profiles. Basemap composed of lidar-derived contours superimposed onto structure-from-motion 
hillshade. (B)  Map of channel features identified using 3D_Fault_Offsets (Stewart et al., 2017). Extent of map is 
shown in A. (C) Dip slip and vertical separation measurements from scarp profiles. (D) Probability density 
functions of strike slip displacement computed from the three channel makers shown in B.  Note that there is a 
larger amount of dip slip and strike slip measured outside the channel than within the channel.
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Figure 5. Models of strike slip and dip slip displacement accumulation in relation to channel formation. (A) Fault scarp forms 
before the channel. (B) Channel forms before fault scarp and geomorphic modification in the channel is negligible. (C) Channel 
forms before scarp, but erosion in channel reduces accuracy of the lateral slip measurement. Note that in all models the measured 
strike slip to dip slip ratios are less than or equal to the actual strike slip to dip slip ratios.
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Figure 6  Comparison of eight measurements of dextral displacement made in the 
field and from lidar data. For reference, a one-to-one line (red) is plotted. The site 
letter for each channel is listed next to each measurement. Note that not all 
channels measured in lidar were measured in the field. 
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Figure 8. Comparison of strike slip and dip slip measurements on the SCF and LCBCF. (A) Standard box and 
whisker plot of preferred strike slip and dip slip measurements. Red line shows the median value of each subset. 
The number of measurements in each subset is indicated next to the respective box. (B & C) Density functions 
showing the distribution of dip slip and strike slip measurements, respectfully. Plots are created by summing and 
normalizing the probability distributions of all measurements on the SCF and LCBCF. (D & E) Histograms of the 
dip slip (gray) and strike slip (red) displacement measurements on the SCF (D) and LCBCF (E). The left y-axes 
and right y-axes correspond to the number of dip slip and strike slip measurements, respectively.
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Figure 9. Plot of strike slip measurements vs. the age (in Cal yrs BP.) of detrital charcoal collect-
ed from channel-related deposits. Errors bars represent the 95% error about each measurement. 
All strike slip measurements are shown in Table 1, all radiocarbon ages are shown in Table 2.
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pink; and model outputs are shown in green.
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Figure 11. Inputs to the Boundary Element Method model. (A, B, & C) show the magnitude of the input total slip rate distributions 
for interseismic coupling, an example coseismic rupture (csz005, Figure S7), and slow slip events, respectively. Slip magnitudes are 
colored according the sense of the dip-slip component. Positive (red) values indicate reverse motion while negative values (blue) 
represent normal motion. 
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Figure 12. Results  of Boundary Element Method modeling. (A, B, & C) show the output dip 
slip (right) and strike slip (left) components of the estimated slip distributions on the SCF/LCB-
CF, respectively. (B) shows an an example of one CSZ rupture model (csz005, Figure S7).
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Figure 13. Configurations of crustal blocks (solid black lines) used in the geodetically constrained elastic block 
model. The estimated slip rates of the strike slip (SS; positive = sinistral) and dip slip (DS; positive = reverse) com-
ponent on the LCBC/SCF are listed at the top of each configuration (in mm/yr). Rows organize block configurations 
by size while columns organize block configurations by the faults (abbreviations listed in Figure 1) that connect 
with the SCF/LCBCF to form block boundaries (left column connects with the DDMFZ, middle connects with the 
SWIFZ and right connects with the SMFZ/CRDt on the southern Olympic Mountains). Configurations which esti-
mate the right lateral kinematics for the SCF/LCBCF are highlighted in red.  
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Figure 14. Preferred block configuration in the geodetically constrained elastic block model. 
(A & B) Estimated strike slip rates and dip slip rates (mm/yr), respectively, are colored by the 
magnitude and direction of slip. Sign convention is the same as in Figure 10. Fault 
abbreviations (black text) are the same as in Figure 1B. 
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TABLE 1 SUMMARY OF STRIKE-SLIP DISPLACEMENT ALONG THE SCF AND LCBCF 
Name Distance* 
Strike-Slip Displacement (m) Dip-Slip Displacement (m) Strike-Slip to Dip-Slip Ratio (Rake) Total Slip (m) 
Quality§ Pref-
erred 
Upper 
Bound 
Lower 
Bound 
Distribution 
Pref-
erred 
Upper 
Bound 
Lower 
Bound 
Preferred 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Pref-
erred 
Lower 
Bound 
Upper 
Bound 
Sadie Creek Fault 
K 8294 24.5 25.7 23.3 Gaussian 5.3 6.2 4.6 4.9 (169)  2.7 (159) 5.3 (169) 25.3 24.2 26.5 3 
J Interfluve 8453 8.3 10.1 6.5 Gaussian 5.8 7.0 4.9 1.5 (146)  1.1 (138) 1.8 (151) 10.1 8.8 11.5 1 
J Channel 8453 4 4.8 3.2 Gaussian 4.1 4.9 3.6 1.0 (135) 0.8 (128) 1.2 (140) 5.7 5.1 6.4 1 
I 9405 15.8 16.6 15.0 Gaussian 4.1 6.2 1.9 3.1 (162)  2.6 (159) 7.7 (173) 16.4 15.5 17.2 4 
H Interfluve 9597 --- 14.7 9.9 Uniform 2.5 3.5 1.5 4.7 (168) 3.4 (164) 7.9 (173) 12.7 10.4 14.7 3 
H Channel** 9597 4.1 3.1 5.1 Gaussian 0 0 0 --- (180) --- (180) --- (180) 4.1 3.1 5.1 3 
G 9714 --- 16.4 11 Uniform 2.8 3.5 2.2 5.0 (169) 3.7 (165) 6.3 (171) 12.0 11.6 16.4 3 
F 9841 11.7 14.5 8.9 Gaussian 2.7 5.4 0.4 11.3 (175) 2.1 (155) 22.6 (177) 12.0 9.8 14.4 1 
E 12528 22.1 23.5 20.7 Gaussian 2.5 6.1 2.1 8.6 (173) 3.8 (165) 10.4 (174) 22.5 21.2 23.6 3 
D 12969 26 29 23 Gaussian 2.2 2.5 1.8 12.0 (175) 5.8 (170) 14.1 (176) 26.1 23.7 28.6 3 
C 13028 6.5 7.6 4.3 Triangular 2.2 2.5 1.8 2.9 (161) 1.3 (143)  3.5 (164) 6.9 5.4 7.9 1 
B 13091 15.6 19.7 13.3 Triangular 2.2 2.5 1.8 7.5 (172) 3.5 (164) 9.0 (174) 15.9 14.4 18.8 2 
A** 13648 21.4 24.2 18.6 Gaussian 0.0 0.0 0.0 --- (180) --- (180) --- (180) 21.4 18.6 24.2 4 
Lake Creek Boundary Fault*** 
OL07 35223 13 23.9 10.8 Triangle 3.1 3.8 2.4 5.3 (169) 3.6 (165) 7.2 (172) 13.7 12.3 21.5 3 
OL06 36233 11 13 4 Triangle 1.5 3.3 1.3 6.8 (172) 2.4 (158) 8.1 (173) 11.0 6.1 12.3 2 
OL05 36295 11 13 4 Triangle 1.5 3.3 1.3 6.8 (172) 2.4 (158) 8.1 (173) 11.0 6.1 12.3 2 
OL04 36342 11.5 14 5.8 Triangle 1.5 3.3 1.3 7.3 (172) 2.9 (161) 8.8 (174) 11.6 7.6 13.2 2 
LCBC-CD2 43073 17.3 19.3 15.3 Gaussian 2.1 2.9 1.4  8.3 (173) 6.2 (171) 11.5 (175) 17.4 15.7 19.1 2 
LCBC-CD1 43295 29.7 32.6 23.9 Gaussian 2.1 2.9 1.4 14.4 (176) 10.7 (174) 19.7 (177) 29.9 27.4 32.2 3 
MC 46507 7 10 4 Triangle 3.1 3.7 2.6 2.4 (157) 1.6 (147) 3.0 (162) 7.6 5.8 9.6 1 
OL03 Interfluve 50957 26 37.8 18 Triangle 0.8 1.2 0.3 39.7 (179) 19.9 (177) 52.9 (179) 26.1 20.8 34.4 4 
OL03 Channel** 50957 4.5 2.1 6.9 Gaussian 0 0 0 --- (180) --- (180) --- (180) 4.5 2.1 6.9 4 
OL02 51059 27.6 37.2 15 Triangle 0.8 1.2 0.3 39.8 (179) 19.9 (177) 53.0 (179) 27.6 18.7 34.0 3 
*Measured in meters from West to East, beginning at the SCF terminus with the West Twin River and ending at the LCBCF terminus with Seibert Creek
**No measurable scarp. Vertical slip value of 0 was assigned.
*** LCBC lateral slip site (NOL01) originally reported by Nelson et al. (2017), was not able to be confidently identified by this study and is not included.
§ Quality (1 = best, 4 = worst). See Supplemental Document S4 for description of quality evaluation. 
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TABLE 2 PRELIMINARY OSL RESULTS
1OSL and 14C Sample names both begin with “SCF18-” 
2Age analysis using the single-aliquot regenerative-dose procedure of Murray and Wintle (2000) 
on 1-2mm small-aliquots of quartz sand. Number of aliquots used in age calculation and number 
of aliquots analyzed in parentheses. 
3Equivalent dose (DE) calculated using the Central Age Model (CAM) of Galbraith and Roberts (2012). 
OSL1 
Sample 
Deposit 
Depth 
(m) 
Num of 
Aliquots2 
(total run) 
Dose Rate 
(Gy/ka) 
Equivalent 
Dose3
 ± 2σ (Gy) 
OSL Age 
± 2σ (ka) 
14C1 
Sample 
14C Calibrated 
age (range, old 
to young) 
L07 Qgo 1.05 2 (3) 1.44 ± 0.06 18.20 ± 2.66 12.67 ± 2.11 --- --- --- 
L08 Qf (o) 1.4 6 (13) 1.54 ± 0.06 26.62 ± 4.50 17.31 ± 3.23 --- --- --- 
L09 Qf (o) 0.8 1 (3) 1.25 ± 0.05 17.82 ± 1.39 14.27 ± 1.61 --- --- --- 
L11 Qt1 0.75 2 (3) 1.46 ± 0.06 12.78 ± 0.97 8.75 ± 0.97 CD2 4,155 3,921 
L12 Qgoi 1 5 (13) 1.48 ± 0.06 26.56 ± 4.10 17.93 ± 3.12 --- --- --- 
L13 Qf (o) 0.45 4 (13) 1.30 ± 0.05 18.75 ± 3.89 14.46 ± 3.22 CD6 47,812 45,500 
L14 Qgt 1.2 6 (13) 1.48 ± 0.06 32.27 ± 4.79 21.79 ± 3.67 BL02 31,180 30,780 
L15 Qf (o) 1.6 3 (9) 1.53 ± 0.06 11.59 ± 1.57 7.57 ± 1.19 GB32 14,196 13,794 
TABLE 3 RADIOCARBON DATING RESULTS
*Sample locations shown in Supplemental Figures S1 and S6
Sample Name 
Sample 
Type 
Depth Location* Deposit 
Fraction of 
Modern 
Radiocarbon Age Calibrated Age (BP) 
pMC 
1σ 
error 
BP 
1σ 
error 
from to % 
SCF18-08-01 charcoal 0.77 Site B Channel Debris flow 77.35 0.3 2,063 31 2,121 1,947 95.4 
SCF18-CD12 charcoal 1.66 Site B Fan 
Debris flow 
fan 
73.14 0.3 2,513 33 2,741 2,489 95.4 
SCF18-11B-01 charcoal 1.02 Site F Channel Debris flow 30.44 0.19 9,555 50 11,104 10,707 95.4 
SCF18-03-01 charcoal 1.5 Site J Channel Debris flow 76.2 0.28 2,183 30 2,310 2,120 95.4 
BL02 charcoal 1.35 
Bog Lemming 
Trench 
Sand lens 
within till 
3.53 0.056 26,861 127 31,180 30,780 95.4 
GB32 Charcoal 1.0 
Ground Bear 
Trench 
Outwash/Fan 22.02 0.17 12,150 65 14,196 13,794 95.4 
SCF18-04-01 charcoal 1.38 Site K Channel Debris flow 68.44 0.28 3,046 33 3,355 3,167 95.4 
SCF18-09-04 charcoal 0.78 Site D Channel Debris flow 82.41 0.3 1,554 29 1,528 1,383 95.4 
SCF18-10-06 charcoal 0.89 Site E Channel Debris flow 52.8 0.22 5,130 33 5,982 5,751 95.5 
SCF18-CD2 charcoal 0.82 Large Terrace 
Terrace/ 
Outwash 
63.04 0.31 3,706 40 4,155 3,921 95.4 
SCF18-CD6 charcoal 0.35 GB Junction Fan/ Outwash 0.456 0.03 43,301 528 47,812 45,500 95.4 
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TABLE 4 SUMMARY OF MODEL RESULTS 
* Positive values show left-lateral motion and negative values show right-lateral motion
** Positive values show reverse motion and negative values show normal motion 
Model 
Strike-Slip Rate 
(mm/yr)* 
Dip-Slip Rate 
(mm/yr)** 
Rake 
Strike-Slip to Dip-
Slip Ratio 
Interseismic 0.5 to 1.6 0.1 to 0.5 20° to 45° <3:1 
Coseismic -0.3 to -1.5 -0.1 to -0.3 -145 to -175° <10:1 
Slow Slip -0.1 to -0.7 -.1 to -0.4 -125° to -165° <4:1 
Block -2.8 ± 0.4 0.3 ± 0.3 166 to174° 4:1 to 10:1 
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S1
 Sadie Creek Fault Zone Description of Map Units 
Postglacial Deposits  
1. Alluvium (Qal, Qt1, Qt2, Qt3) –  Gravel, sand, silt, and clay, in varied amounts; variedly 
sorted; loose; typically bedded; mobilized by fluvial processes and deposited in streambeds and 
floodplains; clasts primarily derived from Olympic Peninsula sources but may contain small 
amounts of distally sourced sediment, originally transported into the map area by glacial ice from 
Canada. Unit Qal includes all variants of alluvium, whereas unit Qt is restricted to alluvium that 
forms river/stream terraces. Such terraces are planar surfaces that gently dip down valley and are 
formed by the aggradation of fluvial sediments and the subsequent incision into these sediments. 
Numeric subscripts of Qt delineate terraces by age, determined by the relative height of the 
terrace above the stream channel. Smaller numbers indicate older (higher) terraces while larger 
numbers indicate younger (lower) terraces.  
2. Peat (Qp) – Organic-rich sediments deposited in closed depressions; includes peat, silt and 
clay in and near wetlands.  
3. Colluvium (Qc) – Boulders, gravel, sand, silt, and clay, in varied amounts; poorly sorted; 
loose; somewhat stratified into slope-parallel layers; composition unique to upslope sediment 
sources, typically derived from Olympic Peninsula bedrock or Juan de Fuca Lobe till; deposited 
by gradual and rapid hillslope processes (e.g. soil creep, sheetwash, rainwash, rockfall, etc.) 
along relatively steep hillsides; mapped where colluvium is interpreted as being greater than 2 m 
thick.  
4. Landslide (Qls) – Boulders, gravel, sand, silt and clay, in varied amounts, forming a slide 
body and toe; often associated with a steep headscarp that exposes underlying units; angular to 
rounded; unsorted; generally loose, unstratified, broken, and chaotic, but may include blocks that 
retain primary bedding structure; deposited by mass wasting processes; typically in 
unconformable contact with surrounding units. Unit Qls includes both active and inactive 
(“ancient”) slides.  
5. Mass Wasting (Qmw) – Boulders, gravel, sand, silt, and clay in varied amounts; generally 
unsorted; typically loose; shown along mostly colluvium-covered slopes that appear potentially 
unstable; contains exposures of underlying units and landslides that we either could not map with 
confidence or are too small to show as separate features. 
 
6. Fan (Qf, Qfy, Qfo,) – Boulders, gravel, sand, silt, and clay deposited in a fan shape at the edge 
of the mountain front and onto the valley floor; generally is coarser in upper reaches and finer 
towards the valley floor; clast or matrix supported, moderately to loosely stratified, moderately 
to poorly sorted, and subrounded to angular. In areas with multiple generations of fans, the 
designation of (y), or (o) is given to deposit labels to delineate younger and older fans, 
respectively. 
 
Glacial Deposits  
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 1. Juan de Fuca Lobe till (Qgt) –Boulders, gravel, sand, silt and clay, in varied amounts; 
deposited directly by glacial ice of the Juan de Fuca lobe; unsorted; highly compacted; matrix 
supported; rounded to angular; gray in color where exposure is fresh, light yellowish brown 
where oxidized; characterized by distally sourced sediments rafted by glacial ice from Canada 
but may contain clasts of Olympic Peninsula bedrock; includes lodgment till, ablation till, and 
ribbed moraines. Lodgment till is characterized by over-compaction and is common along valley 
floors and hillslopes. Ablation till is loose, unstratifed, unsorted, primarily composed of 
yellowish brown silt and clay with minor amounts of gravels, and forms < 2 m thick blanket on 
top of lodgment till. Sublinear, evenly spaced ridges oriented orthogonal to ice flow direction are 
classified as “ribbed moraines” and may have formed as push moraines, grounding line 
moraines, or as till injection into ice fractures (Lundqvist, 1997; Hättestrand and Kleman, 1999; 
Boulton, 1986). Unit Qgt lies stratigraphically below units Qgo and Qgoi. 
2. Recessional Outwash (Qgo, Qgoi) – Dominantly gravel and sand with lesser amounts of silt 
and clay; characterized by distally sourced rock types but may contain more than 95% Olympic 
Peninsula bedrock clasts; well-rounded to subangular; loose; sorted; stratified; deposited by 
glacial meltwater during recession of the Juan de Fuca Lobe. The subscript “i” designates 
outwash interpreted as ice-contact deposits. 
Eocene-Miocene Rock Units 
1.  Bedrock  – Bedrock units exposed in the map area include, from oldest to youngest, the 
Aldwell Formation (Em2a; middle Eocene), Lyre Formation (Em2ls/Em2lc; upper Eocene), and 
Twin River Group, including the Hoko River Formation (Em2h; upper Eocene), Makah 
Formation (OEmm; Oligocene-Eocene), and Pysht Formation (Momp; Miocene to Oligocene). 
These mostly marine sedimentary formations with lesser volcanic rocks stratigraphically overlie 
a basaltic basement formed by the Paleocene to Eocene Crescent Formation (not exposed in the 
map area). The location and geometry of bedrock units are extracted from Schasse (2003) as the 
distinction of bedrock units from one another is not within the scope of this study.  
 
References: 
Boulton, G.S., 1986, Push moraines and glacier-contact fans in marine and terrestrial 
environments: Sedimentology, v. 33, p. 677–698. 
 
Hättestrand, C., and Kleman, J., 1999, Ribbed moraine formation: Quaternary Science Reviews, 
v. 18, p. 43–61, doi: 10.1016/S0277-3791(97)00094-2. 
 
Lundqvist, J., 1997, Rogen moraine - An example of two-step formation of glacial landscapes: 
Sedimentary Geology, v. 111, p. 27–40, doi: 10.1016/S0037-0738(97)00004-3. 
 
Schasse, H.W., 2003, Geologic Map of the Port Angeles 1:100,000 Quadrangle: Washington 
Division of Geology and Earth Resources, Open File Report 2004-14. 
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Supplementary Document S4 
The following pages show all measurements of strike-slip displacement along the SCF and 
LCBCF. Measurements from the SCF are presented first (organized from E to W) and show a 
summary of the measurement (1st page), maps of all identified markers (2nd page), plots of 
measurements derived from channel markers deemed accurate (3rd page), and slope-shade maps 
(0.5 m contours) backslipped to the preferred measurement, lower bound, and upper bound (4th 
page).  Measurements from the LCBCF are presented next (organized from E to W) and follow 
the same format when a channel is the measured offset feature. For all other offset features, an 
un-backslipped slope-shade map (0.5 m contours) is shown with a summary of the measurement 
(1st page) followed by slope-shade maps backslipped to the preferred measurement, lower bound, 
and upper bound (2nd page). The errors displayed in the summary page (1st page) represent 2σ, 
but on all maps and plots are given as 1σ. Right lateral and N-side-up slip are shown as positive 
values and left lateral and S-side-up slip are shown as negative values. 
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Site A 
Well constrained features: Chan, W midpoint 
Preferred Offset: 21.4m 
Upper Bound: 24.2m 
Lower Bound: 18.6m 
Strike-Slip Displacement Distribution: Gaussian 
Notes: The reported offset is derived from the Gaussian distribution of offset channel thalweg. 
The W midpoint appears to be affected by a landslide and is thus not considered.  
Field Measurement: Not measured. 
Quality: IV 
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Site A Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
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Chan Zmax W Zmax E Riser top W Riser top E
Riser mid E Riser base W Riser base E
 DHe = -40.5 ± 4.7 m (-40.5)
 DVe = -0.1 ± 3.0 m (-0.0)
 DHc = 21.4 ± 1.4 m (21.3)
 DVc = -1.6 ± 0.4 m (-1.6)
 DHw = 36.5 ± 0.8 m (36.5)
 DVw = -5.1 ± 0.3 m (-5.1)
 DHe = 11.6 ± 1.2 m (11.5)
 DVe = 2.9 ± 0.2 m (2.9)
 DHw = 15.7 ± 0.4 m (22.9)
 DVw = 1.4 ± 0.3 m (-0.6)
 DHe = 15.2 ± 1.1 m (15.1)
 DVe = 2.9 ± 0.2 m (2.9)
 DHw = 31.8 ± 0.6 m (31.9)
 DVw = -3.9 ± 0.3 m (-3.9)
 DHe = 10.4 ± 1.6 m (10.3)
 DVe = 1.9 ± 0.2 m (1.9)
*Zmax W not
constrained in this
trial
Flow Direction
Riser mid W 
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Site A: Offset probability densities
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W mid slope (15.7  0.4) 
Chan (21.4  1.4)
Sum (max at 15.7) 
Best (15.7  0.8)
W mid slope (1.4  0.3) 
Chan (-1.6  0.4)
Sum (max at 1.4) 
Best (1.4  0.7)
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Site A
Original Preferred: 21.4m
Lower Bound:18.6m Upper Bound: 24.2m
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Site B 
Well constrained features: Chan, W midpoint, E midpoint 
Preferred Offset: 15.6m 
Upper Bound: 19.7m 
Lower Bound: 13.3m 
Strike-Slip Displacement Distribution: Triangular. Lower error adjusted 
from backslips. 
Notes: Preferred value derived from ‘Best’ curve.  
Field Measurement: 16.5 ± 2m 
Quality: II 
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Site B Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
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Zmax W Zmax EChan Riser top W Riser top E
Riser mid W Riser base W Riser base ERiser mid E
 DHw = 18.4 ± 0.6 m (18.4)
 DVw = -4.3 ± 0.4 m (-4.2)
 DHe = 9.0 ± 1.2 m (9.1)
 DVe = -2.1 ± 0.3 m (-2.1)
 DHc = 15.7 ± 0.4 m (15.7)
 DVc = 0.3 ± 0.2 m (0.3)
 DHw = 13.3 ± 0.5 m (13.3)
 DVw = -1.1 ± 0.3 m (-1.1)
 DHe = 18.8 ± 0.6 m (18.8)
 DVe = 0.1 ± 0.2 m (0.1)
 DHw = 13.3 ± 0.3 m (13.3)
 DVw = -0.6 ± 0.3 m (-0.6)
 DHe = 17.4 ± 0.6 m (17.4)
 DVe = 0.2 ± 0.2 m (0.2)
 DHw = 13.0 ± 0.4 m (13.0)
 DVw = 0.4 ± 0.2 m (0.4)
 DHe = 15.4 ± 0.6 m (15.4)
 DVe = -0.8 ± 0.2 m (-0.8)
Flow Direction
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Site B: Offset probability densities
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Chan (15.7  0.4)
 0.2)
W mid slope (-0.6  0.3)
Chan (0.3 
E mid slope (17.4  0.6)
Sum (max at 13.3)
Best (15.6  2.1)
E mid slope (-0.2  0.2)
Sum (max at -0.3)
Best (-0.2  0.5)
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Site B
Original Preferred: 15.6m
Lower Bound:13.3m Upper Bound: 19.7 m
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Site C 
Well constrained features: W max, Chan, W midpoint 
Preferred Offset: 6.5m 
Upper Bound: 7.6m 
Lower Bound: 4.3m
Strike-Slip Displacement Distribution: Triangle. Upper error adjusted 
from backslips. 
Notes: Preferred offset derived from peak of ‘Best’ curve. 
Field Measurement: Not measured. 
Quality: I 
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Site C Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
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*Zmax EZmax W Chan Riser top W Riser top E
Riser mid W Riser mid E Riser base W Riser base E
 DHw = 5.7 ± 0.5 m (5.8)
 DVw = -1.5 ± 0.3 m (-1.5)
 DHc= 7.3 ± 0.8 m (7.3)
 DVc = 1.4 ± 0.3 m (1.4)
 DHw = 13.5 ± 1.6 m (13.5)
 DVw = -1.7 ± 0.4 m (-1.7)
 DHe = 0.3 ± 0.7 m (0.3)
 DVe = -0.8 ± 0.3 m (-0.8)
 DHw = 6.8 ± 1.1 m (6.8)
 DVw = 0.0 ± 0.3 m (0.0)
 DHe = -0.5 ± 0.4 m (-0.5)
 DVe = -1.7 ± 0.4 m (-1.7)
 DHw = 9.3 ± 1.3 m (9.3)
 DVw = -0.7 ± 0.4 m (-0.7)
 DHe = 4.3 ± 0.7 m (4.3)
 DVe = -0.4 ± 0.4 m (-0.4)
*Zmax E not
constrained in this
trial
Flow Direction
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W max elev (5.7  0.5)
W mid slope (6.8  1.1)
Chan (7.3  0.8)
Sum (max at 5.9) 
Best (6.5  1.1)
W max elev (-1.5  0.3) 
W mid slope (0.0  0.3) 
Chan (1.4  0.3)
Sum (max at -1.5) 
Best (0.1  1.5)
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Site C
Original Preferred: 6.5m
Lower Bound:4.3m Upper Bound: 7.6m
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Site D 
Well constrained features: Chan, E mid, W mid, E top 
Preferred Offset: 26.0 
Upper Bound: 29.0 
Lower Bound: 23.0 
Strike-Slip Displacement Distribution: Gaussian 
Notes: Reported  offset derived from ‘Best’ curve. 
Field Measurement: 20.1 ± 2.0m 
Quality: III 
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Site D Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
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*Zmax W Zmax EChan Riser top W Riser top E
Riser mid W Riser mid E Riser base W Riser base E
 DHe = 15.0 ± 1.0 m (14.9)
 DVe = -2.8 ± 1.0 m (-2.8)
 DHc = 28.1 ± 1.1 m (28.1)
 DVc = 1.2 ± 0.7 m (1.2)
 DHw = 28.1 ± 1.2 m (28.0)
 DVw = -0.5 ± 0.7 m (-0.5)
 DHe = 26.0 ± 1.0 m (26.0)
 DVe = -0.4 ± 0.8 m (-0.4)
 DHw = 25.1 ± 0.8 m (25.1)
 DVw = 0.4 ± 0.6 m (0.4)
 DHe = 25.9 ± 1.2 m (25.8)
 DVe = -0.4 ± 0.7 m (-0.3)
 DHw = 35.7 ± 1.5 m (35.6)
 DVw = -1.7 ± 0.8 m (-1.7)
 DHe = 23.9 ± 1.1 m (23.8)
 DVe = -0.7 ± 0.8 m (-0.7)
*Zmax w not
constrained in this
trial
Flow Direction
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0Site D : Offset probability densities
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W mid slope (25.1  0.8) 
Chan (28.1  1.1)
E mid slope (25.9  1.2) 
E riser top (26.0  1.0) 
Sum (max at 25.5) 
Best (26.0  1.5)
W mid slope (0.4  0.6) 
Chan (1.2  0.7)
E mid slope (-0.4  0.7) 
E riser top (-0.4  0.8) 
Sum (max at 0.1) 
Best (0.2  1.0)
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Site D
Original Preferred: 26.0m
Lower Bound:23.0m Upper Bound: 29.0m
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Site E 
Well constrained features: Chan, E midpoint 
Preferred Offset: 22.1 
Upper Bound: 23.5 
Lower Bound: 20.7 
Strike-Slip Displacement Distribution: Gaussian 
Notes: Reported  offset derived from ‘Best’ curve. 
Field Measurement: 23.2 – 2.0 /+ 3.0m 
Quality: III 
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Site E Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
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*Zmax W *Zmax EChan Riser top W Riser top E
Riser mid W Riser mid E Riser base W Riser base E
 DHc = 22.6 ± 0.6 m (22.5)
 DVc = 2.6 ± 0.3 m (2.6)
 DHw = 17.2 ± 0.5 m (17.2)
 DVw = 2.7 ± 0.4 m (2.7)
 DHe = 9.4 ± 0.6 m (9.5)
 DVe = -1.4 ± 0.3 m (-1.4)
 DHw = 21.7 ± 0.4 m (21.7)
 DVw = 2.3 ± 0.4 m (2.3)
 DHe = 12.1 ± 0.3 m (12.1)
 DVe = -0.7 ± 0.2 m (-0.7)
 DHw = 19.8 ± 0.3 m (19.8)
 DVw = 2.3 ± 0.3 m (2.3)
 DHe = 10.9 ± 0.4 m (10.9)
 DVe = -0.9 ± 0.3 m (-0.9)
*Zmax E  and
*Zmax W not
constrained in this
trial
Flow Direction
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Site E: Offset probability densities
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W mid slope (21.7  0.4) 
Chan (22.6  0.6)
Sum (max at 21.9) 
Best (22.1  0.7)
W mid slope (2.3  0.4)
Chan (2.6  0.3)
Sum (max at 2.5)
Best (2.5  0.4)
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Site E
Original Preferred: 22.1m
Lower Bound: 20.7m Upper Bound: 23.5m
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Site F 
Well constrained features: W max, W mid, E mid 
Preferred Offset: 11.7m 
Upper Bound: 14.5m 
Lower Bound: 8.9 
Strike-Slip Displacement Distribution: Gaussian 
Notes: Reported  offset derived from ‘Best’ curve at site F2. Only one feature (the W max) was 
well constrained at site F1 and its distribution falls well within the distribution of the best curve 
from F2. 
Field Measurement: 13.5 - 3.0 /+ 0.7m 
Quality: I 
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Site F1 Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
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Zmax W Zmax EChan Riser top W Riser top E
Riser mid W Riser mid E Riser base W Riser base E
 DHw = 11.1 ± 0.3 m (11.1)
 DVw = 1.7 ± 0.2 m (1.7)
 DHe = -3.3 ± 1.1 m (-3.3)
 DVe = 0.2 ± 0.3 m (0.2)
 DHc = 2.0 ± 1.3 m (1.9)
 DVc = 2.1 ± 0.2 m (2.1)
 DHw = -36.0 ± 5.9 m (-35.8)
 DVw = 8.5 ± 1.0 m (8.4)
 DHe = 2.0 ± 0.8 m (2.0)
 DVe = 0.9 ± 0.2 m (0.9)
 DHw = 0.9 ± 1.4 m (0.9)
 DVw = 3.8 ± 0.3 m (3.8)
 DHe = -1.3 ± 1.8 m (-1.3)
 DVe = 1.3 ± 0.3 m (1.3)
 DHw = -32.3 ± 6.3 m (-32.1)
 DVw = 7.9 ± 1.0 m (7.9)
 DHe = -2.1 ± 1.3 m (-2.1)
 DVe = 0.7 ± 0.2 m (0.7)
Flow Direction
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0Site F1 : Offset probability densities
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W max elev (11.1  0.3)
W max elev (1.7  0.2)
**No ‘sum’ or ‘best’ curves are displayed 
because only one geomorphic regres-
sion is deemed meaningful
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Site F2 Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
Zmax E*Zmax W Chan Riser top W Riser top E
Riser mid W Riser mid E Riser base E*Riser base W 
*Zmax E and Riser base E are
unconstrained in this measurment
 DHw = 11.3 ± 1.0 m (11.4)
 DVw = 2.6 ± 0.4 m (2.6)
 DHc = 20.2 ± 1.2 m (20.2)
 DVc = 1.6 ± 0.4 m (1.6)
 DHw = -0.7 ± 2.3 m (-0.7)
 DVw = 6.4 ± 0.5 m (6.4)
 DHe = 2.3 ± 0.9 m (2.3)
 DVe = 0.1 ± 0.6 m (0.1)
 DHw = 11.2 ± 1.2 m (11.2)
 DVw = 3.0 ± 0.2 m (3.0)
 DHe = 13.0 ± 1.3 m (13.0)
 DVe = 1.1 ± 0.6 m (1.1)
 DHw = 4.0 ± 1.7 m (4.0)
 DVw = 4.9 ± 0.3 m (4.9)
Flow Direction
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Site F2 : Offset probability densities
W max elev (2.6  0.4)
W mid slope (3.0  0.2)
E mid slope (1.1  0.6)
W max elev (11.3  1.0)
W mid slope (11.2  1.2)
E mid slope (13.0  1.3)
 1.4)
Sum (max at 11.5)
Best (11.7 
Sum (max at 3.0)
Best (2.7  0.8)
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Site F
Original Preferred: 11.7m
Lower Bound: 8.9m Upper Bound: 14.5m
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Site G 
Well constrained features:  
Preferred Offset: N/A 
Upper Bound: 16.4 
Lower Bound: 11.0 
Strike-Slip Displacement Distribution: Uniform 
Notes:  The varying distributions of strike-slip displacement are not explained by the model 
described above for the geomorphic/tectonic development of the site. As such, I assume that the 
range of distributions reflects the true uncertainty in the measurement. 
Field Measurement: Not measured. 
Quality: III 
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Site G Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
Zmax EZmax W Chan Riser top W Riser top E
Riser mid W Riser mid E Riser base W Riser base E
 DHw = 12.5 ± 0.6 m (12.5)
 DVw = 4.7 ± 0.4 m (4.7)
 DHc = 11.0 ± 0.7 m (11.0)
 DVc = 4.0 ± 0.3 m (4.0)
 DHw = 12.5 ± 0.6 m (12.5)
 DVw = 4.3 ± 0.4 m (4.3)
 DHe = 21.2 ± 1.3 m (21.2)
 DVe = 7.6 ± 0.5 m (7.6)
 DHw = 16.4 ± 0.6 m (16.4)
 DVw = 4.1 ± 0.4 m (4.1)
 DHe = 12.5 ± 0.7 m (12.5)
 DVe = 5.2 ± 0.3 m (5.2)
 DHw = 10.1 ± 0.7 m (10.1)
 DVw = 4.6 ± 0.4 m (4.6)
 DHe = 25.3 ± 1.2 m (25.3)
 DVe = 7.3 ± 0.4 m (7.3)
*Zmax E not
constrained in
this trial
Flow Direction
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0Site G: Offset probability densities
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W max elev (4.7  0.4)
W mid slope (4.1  0.4)
Chan (4.0  0.3)
E mid slope (5.2  0.3)
W max elev (12.5  0.6) 
W mid slope (16.4  0.6) 
Chan (11.0  0.7)
E mid slope (12.5  0.7) 
Sum (max at 12.4) 
Best (12.1  1.2)
Sum (max at 4.1)
Best (4.5  0.7)
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Site G
Original
Lower Bound:11.0m Upper Bound: 16.4m
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Site H 
Well constrained features: Chan, E midpoint, W midpoint 
Preferred Offset: -- 
Upper Bound: 14.7 
Lower Bound: 9.9 
Strike-Slip Displacement Distribution: Uniform 
Notes: The different distributions of strike-slip displacement between the E and W riser 
midpoints are not explained by the model described above for the geomorphic/tectonic 
development of the site (i.e., the unprotected side is offset more than the protected side). As 
such, I assume that the range of distributions between the two midpoint measurements reflects 
the true uncertainty in the measurement. The low value of the channel measurement suggests 
that this offset may reflect a single event displacement. 
Field Measurement: 5.1m - 9.5m offset reported as a range in field (i.e., no preferred value). 
Quality: III 
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Site H Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
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Zmax E*Zmax W Chan Riser top W Riser top E
Riser mid W Riser base W Riser base E
*Zmax E not
constrained in this
trial
Riser mid E
 DHw = 3.1 ± 0.9 m (3.1)
 DVw = 2.2 ± 0.4 m (2.2)
 DHc = 4.1 ± 0.5 m (4.1)
 DVc = 0.7 ± 0.2 m (0.7)
 DHw = 11.7 ± 0.9 m (11.7)
 DVw = 0.8 ± 0.2 m (0.8)
 DHe = 1.6 ± 0.3 m (1.6)
 DVe = 0.4 ± 0.2 m (0.4)
 DHw = 14.7 ± 0.6 m (14.7)
 DVw = -0.0 ± 0.2 m (-0.0)
 DHw = 9.8 ± 0.9 m (9.8)
 DVw = 1.1 ± 0.2 m (1.1)
 DHe = 1.1 ± 0.6 m (1.1)
 DVe = 0.2 ± 0.2 m (0.2)
Flow Direction
 DHe = 9.9 ± 0.3 m (9.9)
 DVe = 2.3 ± 0.3 m (2.3)
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0Site H: Offset probability densities
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 0.6)
0.3)
W mid slope (14.6 
Chan (4.1  0.5)  
E mid slope (9.9  
Sum (max at 9.9) 
Best (10.6  5.7)
 0.2)
 0.3)
W mid slope (-0.0 
Chan (0.7  0.2) 
E mid slope (2.3 
Sum (max at -0.0) 
Best (0.6  1.2)
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Site H
Original
Lower Bound: 9.9m Upper Bound: 14.7m
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Site I 
Well constrained features: W max, W mid 
Preferred Offset: 15.8m
Upper Bound: 16.6m
Lower Bound: 15.0m
Strike-Slip Displacement Distribution: Gaussian 
Notes: The reported offset is derived from the Gaussian distribution of offset max elevation 
(interfluve). I assume that the lower measurement derived from the channel midpoint is affected 
by geomorphic modification of the channel. 
Field Measurement: 7.8m (no errors recorded in the field) 
Quality: IV 
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Site I Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
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Zmax EChan Riser top W Riser top E
Riser mid E Riser base W Riser base E
Zmax W 
Riser mid W 
 DHw = 15.8 ± 0.4 m (14.7) 
DVw = 0.9 ± 0.3 m (0.9)  
DHe = 2.5 ± 0.12m (2.5)  
DVe = 2.6 ± 0.2 m (2.6)  
DHr = -1.1 ± 0.6 m (-1.1)  
DVc = 4.1 ± 0.3 m (4.1)
 DHw = 20.2 ± 0.4 m (20.2)
 DVw = -1.7 ± 0.1 m (-1.7)
 DHe = 1.0 ± 0.6 m (1.0)
 DVe = 3.2 ± 0.2 m (3.2)
 DHw =   8.3 ± 0.1 m (10.6)
 DVw = -1.1 ± 0.2 m (-1.1) 
DHe = 2.9 ± 0.6 m (2.9)
 DVe = 4.3 ± 0.2 m (4.3)
 DHw = 23.3 ± 0.2 m (23.3)
 DVw = -2.8 ± 0.1 m (-2.9)
 DHe = -1.4 ± 0.8 m (-1.4)
 DVe = 2.8 ± 0.2 m (2.8)
Flow Direction
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Site I: Offset probability densities
W max elev (15.8  0.4) 
W mid slope (8.3     0.1) 
Sum (max at 8.3)
Best (8.3  0.3)
W max elev (0.9  0.3) 
W mid slope (-1.1  0.2) 
Sum (max at -1.1) 
Best (-1.1  0.4)
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Site I
Original Preferred: 14.7m
Lower Bound: 13.9m Upper Bound: 15.5m
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Site J 
Well constrained features: Chan, W max, E max, W mid, E mid 
Preferred Offset (channel): 4.0m 
Upper Bound (channel): 4.8m 
Lower Bound (channel): 3.2m 
Preferred Offset (interfluve): 8.3m 
Upper Bound (interfluve): 10.1m 
Lower Bound (interfluve): 6.5m 
Strike-Slip Displacement Distribution: Gaussian 
Notes: I interpret two distinct measurements at this site; one inside the channel and one outside 
the channel. Differences in strike-slip displacement and scarp height, observed in the lidar data 
and in the field support the interpretation that two distinct offsets are present at this site. I 
report the channel preferred offset and uncertainties from the Gaussian distribution of the 
channel thalweg measurement and the interfluve preferred offset and uncertainties from the 
Gaussian distribution of the E max measurement.  
Field Measurement: 5.1-8.0m 
Quality: I 
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Site J Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
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Zmax W Zmax E Riser top W Riser top E
Riser mid W Riser mid E Riser base W Riser base E
Chan 
 DHw = 4.0 ± 0.8 m (4.0)
 DVw = 2.3 ± 0.4 m (2.3)
 DHe = 8.3 ± 0.9 m (8.3)
 DVe = 4.3 ± 0.3 m (4.3)
 DHc = 4.0 ± 0.4 m (4.0)
 DVc = 3.1 ± 0.3 m (3.1)
 DHw = -25.9 ± 3.9 m (-25.6)
 DVw = 7.1 ± 0.8 m (7.1)
 DHe = 16.9 ± 2.1 m (16.9)
 DVe = 6.8 ± 0.6 m (6.8)
 DHw = 5.9 ± 1.0 m (5.9)
 DVw = 2.0 ± 0.3 m (2.0)
 DHe = 6.4 ± 0.5 m (6.4)
 DVe = 4.4 ± 0.3 m (4.4)
 DHw = -13.2 ± 0.7 m (-13.1)
 DVw = 5.3 ± 0.4 m (5.3)
 DHe = 16.9 ± 2.5 m (16.8)
 DVe = 5.8 ± 0.5 m (5.8)
Flow Direction
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1 W max elev (4.0  0.8) 
3 W mid slope (5.9  1.0) 
5 Chan (4.0  0.4)
7 E mid slope (6.4  0.5) 
9 E max elev (8.3  0.9) 
Sum (max at 4.0)
Best (5.5  2.0)
1 W max elev (2.3  0.4) 
3 W mid slope (2.0  0.3) 
5 Chan (3.1  0.3)
7 E mid slope (4.4  0.3) 
9 E max elev (4.3  0.4) 
Sum (max at 4.3)
Best (3.2  1.3)
Site J : Offset probability densities
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Site J Channel
Original Preferred: 4.0m
Lower Bound: 3.2m Upper Bound: 4.8m
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��������?
Original Preferred: 8.3m
Lower Bound: 6.5m Upper Bound: 10.1m
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Site K 
Well constrained features: W max, Chan, W mid, E mid 
Preferred Offset: 24.5m 
Upper Bound: 25.7m 
Lower Bound: 23.3m 
Strike-Slip Displacement Distribution: Gaussian   
Notes: The reported offset is derived from the Gaussian distribution of offset W max elevation 
(interfluve). I assume that the lower measurements derived from the markers within the channel 
(Chan, E mid, W mid) are affected by geomorphic modification of the channel. 
Field Measurement: 14.7m 
Quality: III 
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Site K Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
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Zmax EChan Riser top W Riser top E
Riser mid E Riser base W Riser base E
Zmax W 
Riser mid W 
 DHw = 24.5 ± 0.6 m (24.5)
 DVw = 2.6 ± 0.6 m (2.6)
 DHr = 14.5 ± 0.2 m (14.5)
 DVr = 0.9 ± 0.2 m (0.9)
 DHw = 19.3 ± 0.3 m (19.3)
 DVw = 0.3 ± 0.2 m (0.3)
 DHw = 12.9 ± 1.0 m (12.9)
 DVw = 2.7 ± 0.4 m (2.7)
 DHe = 14.9 ± 0.4 m (14.9)
 DVe = 4.8 ± 0.4 m (4.8)
 DHe = 17.4 ± 0.9 m (17.4)
 DVe = 7.6 ± 0.6 m (7.6)
 DHw = -9.1 ± 2.0 m (-9.0)
 DVw = 3.9 ± 0.3 m (3.9)
 DHe = 19.5 ± 0.5 m (19.5)
 DVe = 6.7 ± 0.5 m (6.7)
Flow Direction
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Site K: Offset probability densities
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W max elev (24.5  0.6) 
W mid slope (19.3  0.3) 
Chan (14.5  0.2)
E mid slope (17.4  0.8) 
Sum (max at 14.5) 
Best (18.0  3.9)
W max elev (2.6  0.6) 
W mid slope (0.3  0.2) 
Chan (0.9  0.2)
E mid slope (7.6  0.6) 
Sum (max at 0.9) 
Best (0.9  1.2)
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Site K
Original Preferred: 24.5m
Lower Bound: 23.3m Upper Bound: 25.7m
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Measurements of Strike-Slip Displacement on the Lake Creek Boundary 
Creek Fault 
Strike-slip displacement measurements presented by Nelson et al. (2017) were reevaluated for 
comparison of strike-slip displacement between the Sadie Creek fault and Lake Creek- Boundary Creek 
fault. However, most offset features analyzed by Nelson et al. (2017) are constructional features (i.e. not 
channels) and as such, could not be measured using the methods described above. At sites where the 
offset features are constructional, measurements of strike-slip displacement were calculated by 
backslipping the feature along the fault trace. In all cases where backslipping is used to calculate strike-
slip displacement, I assign a triangular distribution such that the preferred measurement is represented by 
the peak of the triangle and the upper and lower bounds are represented by the left and right edges, 
respectfully. 
This study additionally measured the strike-slip displacement of two offset channels (‘LCBC-CD1’, 
‘LCBC-CD2’) and one offset ridge (‘MC’) on the LCBCF that were not reported by Nelson et al. (2017). 
Note that this study has maintained the naming scheme of Nelson et al. (except for new measurements). 
Additionally, we have remeasured all features presented by Nelson et al., except OL01 which we interpret 
as logging road that crosses the LCBCF. Sites are listed from East to West. 
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OL02
Offset Riser
Nelson et al. (2017):
Min: 15.0 m
Pref: 27.6 m
Max: 37.2 m
This Study:
Min:15.0m
Pref:27.6m
Max:37.2
Quality: III
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OL02 Backslip:15m
Lower Bound: 15.0m
Preferred: 27.6m
Upper Bound: 37.2m
Orginal
Site OL02
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OL03
Beheaded 
Channel
Nelson et al. (2017):
Min: 18.0 m
Pref: 26.0 m
Max: 37.8 m
This Study:
Min: 18.0 m
Pref: 26.0 m
Max: 37.8 m
Notes: I agree with the bounds presented by Nelson et al.,  if the feature truly is a beheaded chan-
nel. I also measured the active channel and calculated an offset of 3.7±2.4 (see next two pages).
Quality :IV
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OL03 Backslip:18m
Lower Bound: 18.0m
Preferred: 26.0m
Upper Bound: 37.8m
Orginal
Site OL03
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Site ol3 Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
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Zmax EZmax W River Riser top W Riser top E
Riser mid W Riser mid E Riser base W Riser base E
 DHw = 0.2 ± 1.9 m (0.2)
 DVw = -0.8 ± 0.9 m (-0.8)
 DHe = -7.1 ± 1.3 m (-7.1)
 DVe = 1.3 ± 0.6 m (1.4)
 DHr = 4.5 ± 1.4 m (4.5)
 DVr = -0.7 ± 0.8 m (-0.6)
 DHw = -4.5 ± 3.0 m (-4.4)
 DVw = 0.8 ± 0.9 m (0.8)
 DHe = 8.1 ± 6.0 m (8.0)
 DVe = 1.5 ± 1.1 m (1.6)
 DHw = 2.9 ± 1.4 m (2.9)
 DVw = -0.7 ± 0.7 m (-0.6)
 DHe = -9.4 ± 1.6 m (-9.4)
 DVe = 0.6 ± 0.8 m (0.7)
 DHw = -15.7 ± 2.4 m (-15.7)
 DVw = 1.8 ± 0.9 m (1.8)
 DHe = 29.4 ± 4.9 m (29.3)
 DVe = 2.2 ± 0.9 m (2.3)
Flow Direction
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Site ol3 : Offset probability densities
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W mid slope (-0.7  0.7)
Chan (-0.7  0.8)
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MC
Notes: Nelson et al. (2017) originally noted 7m of right lateral offset in their supplemental data 
but did not provide any errors. 
Quality: I
Offset 
Riser
Nelson et al. (2017):
Min: N/A
Pref: 7.0 m
Max: N/A
This Study:
Min: 4.0 m
Pref: 7.0 m
Max: 10.0 m
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Lower Bound: 3.0m
Preferred: 7.0m
Upper Bound: 10.0m
Orginal
Site MC
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Site LCBC-CD1 
Well constrained features: W max, W mid, Chan 
Preferred Offset: 29.7m 
Upper Bound: 32.6m 
Lower Bound: 23.9m 
Strike-Slip Displacement Distribution: Triangular 
Notes: The reported offset is derived from the Gaussian distribution of offset W midpoint. I 
assume that the lower are affected by geomorphic modification of the channel. Additionally, 
backslipping has trimmed the upper error bound at this site.  
Field Measurement: Site not visited 
Quality: III 
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Site lcbc_cd1 Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
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 DHw = 13.1 ± 2.0 m (13.1)
 DVw = 2.7 ± 0.7 m (2.8)
 DHe = 5.9 ± 1.5 m (5.9)
 DVe = 1.6 ± 0.5 m (1.6)
 DHr = 13.8 ± 2.5 m (13.8)
 DVr = 0.5 ± 0.7 m (0.5)
 DHw = 5.2 ± 3.6 m (5.2)
 DVw = 2.1 ± 0.8 m (2.1)
 DHe = 49.1 ± 7.2 m (48.8)
 DVe = 2.2 ± 0.8 m (2.2)
 DHw = 29.7 ± 2.9 m (29.6)
 DVw = -0.7 ± 0.8 m (-0.7)
 DHe = 1.7 ± 2.1 m (1.7)
 DVe = 0.1 ± 0.6 m (0.1)
 DHw = 11.4 ± 3.7 m (11.3)
 DVw = 1.8 ± 0.9 m (1.8)
 DHe = 42.6 ± 4.5 m (42.5)
 DVe = 2.6 ± 0.7 m (2.6)
Flow Direction
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Site lcbc_cd1 : Offset probability densities
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Preferred: 29.7m
Site LCBC-CD1
Original
Lower Bound: 23.9m Upper Bound: 32.6m
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Site LCBC-CD2 
Well constrained features: W mid, Chan, E Mid 
Preferred Offset: 17.3m 
Upper Bound: 19.3m 
Lower Bound: 15.3m 
Strike-Slip Displacement Distribution: Triangular 
Notes: The reported offset is derived from the Gaussian distribution of offset E midpoint. I 
assume that the lower measurements derived from the markers within the channel (Chan, W mid) 
are affected by geomorphic modification of the channel as the E midpoint is located on the 
protected margin of the channel.  
Field Measurement: Site not visited 
Quality: II 
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Site lcbc_cd2 Offsets and uncertainties (10000 runs)
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 DVw = 1.3 ± 0.6 m (1.3)
 DHe = 13.7 ± 1.3 m (13.7)
 DVe = 1.1 ± 0.6 m (1.2)
 DHw = 10.3 ± 1.1 m (10.3)
 DVw = -1.0 ± 0.5 m (-0.9)
 DHe = 17.3 ± 1.0 m (17.3)
 DVe = 2.5 ± 0.5 m (2.5)
 DHw = -6.4 ± 1.8 m (-6.4)
 DVw = 2.3 ± 0.6 m (2.3)
 DHe = 16.7 ± 2.6 m (16.6)
 DVe = 1.7 ± 0.6 m (1.8)
Flow Direction
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0Site lcbc_cd2 : Offset probability densities
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Site LCBC-CD2
Original Preferred: 17.3m
Lower Bound: 15.3m Upper Bound: 19.3m
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OL04, 05, 06
Offset 
Glacial 
Ridge 
(OL06)
Offset 
Glacial 
Ridge 
(OL04)
Offset 
Glacial 
Trough 
(OL05)
 OL04  OL05  OL06
Nelson et al. (2017):
Min: 11.0 m 6.5 m 6.5 m
Pref: 13.0 m 11.5 m 11.5 m
Max: 19.0 m 16.5 m 22.0 m
This study:
Min: 5.8  4.0  4.0
Pref: 11.5  11.0  11.0
Max: 14.0  13.0  13.0
Notes: All of the upper bounds presented by 
Nelson et al. appear too high. For example, the 
lowest Nelson et al. upper bound for this area 
(16.5m) appear too large for all three offset 
features. Additionaly, backslipping suggests 
that the lower bound should be expanded for 
all features. 
Quality: II
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Lower Bound: 5.8m
Preferred: 11.5m
Upper Bound: 14.0m
Orginal
Site OL04
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Lower Bound: 4.0m
Preferred: 11.0m
Upper Bound: 13.0m
Orginal
Site OL05 and OL06
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OL07
Offset Riser Edge
Nelson et al. (2017):
Min: 10.8 m
Pref: 13 m
Max: 23.9 m
This Study:
Min: 10.8 m
Pref: 13 m
Max: 23.9 m
Quality: III
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Lower Bound: 10.8m
Preferred: 13.0m
Upper Bound: 23.9m
Orginal
Site OL07
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Supplemental Document S5 
All scarp profiles used to calculate vertical separation (“Vsep”) and dip-slip displacement 
(“Vslip”). Profiles are first presented for the SCF and then are presented for the LCBCF 
(beginning with profile “tp2”). Along each fault strand profiles are listed from E to W.  The 
location of all profiles is presented in Supplemental Figures S2 and S3 and all measurements are 
listed in Supplemental Tables TS1 and TS2.  
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Modern Forest Soil
Fine Sand
Coarse Sand
Medium Sand
Pebbles/Cobbles in Silt Matrix
Pebbles/Cobbles in Silt/Sand Matrix
Pebbles in Sand/Silt Matrix
Clast Supported Pebbles/Cobbles
Clast Supported Sand/Pebbles
Pebbles in Sand Matrix
Pebbles in Silt Matrix
Diamict with Cobble/Boulder Clasts
Silt/Clay
Clast Supported Pebbles
Charcoal
Planar Lamination
Cross Bedding
Key to lithologic units in sample loca-
tions. Please note that some units may 
contain multiple symbols (e. g., clast 
supported pebbles with cross bedding 
or medium and coarse sand).
The following pages are organized to 
show the location of all proximal 
samples (map) followed by field photos 
and lithologic interpretations.
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Modern forest soil
Angular to rounded small to 
large pebbles supported in a silt 
matrix. Slightly laminated. 
Abundant charcoal clasts.
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1.00
0.00
SCF18-08-01
Sample Depth: 0.77mClay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
SCF18-08-01
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0.15
1.70
0.00
Modern forest soil
Angular to subangular pebbles and 
granules in a clay/silt matrix. Several 
areas contain concentrations of 
clasts. 
BL18-CD12 Sample Depth: 1.66mClay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
SCF18-CD12
D
ep
th
 (m
)
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0.35
0.85
0.00
0.45
Modern forest soil 
Angular to subangular pebbles 
in a silty sand matrix 
Angular to subangular pebbles 
in a silty and clay matrix 
SCF18-09-04
Sample Depth: 0.78m
Clay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
SCF18-09-04
D
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SCF18-10-06
Sample Depth: 0.89m
Clay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
SCF18-10-06
D
ep
th
 (m
)
0.95
0.00
0.20
Modern forest soil (not pictured) 
Rounded to subrounded 
pebbles in a silt/sand 
matrix (not pictured)
Rounded to subrounded 
pebbles and angular 
cobbles in a silt/sand 
matrix
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Contour Interval = 2m
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0.35
0.00
0.75
1.30
1.80
Modern forest soil
Unsorted small to large 
pebbles in a brown silt, 
matrix. B Horizon
Basal till interbedded 
with planar-laminated 
sand lenses.
Compact basal till. 
No sand lenses
SCF18-L14
Sample Depth: 1.22m
Clay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
SCF18-L14
D
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 (m
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Modern forest soil and logging 
disturbance
Unsorted small to large pebbles 
in a brown silt, matrix. B Horizon
Basal till interbedded 
with planar-laminated 
sand lenses.
Compact basal till. 
No sand lenses
BL02
Sample Depth: 1.08m
0.00
0.57
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1.10
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BL02
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0.15
0.50
0.60
1.10
0.00
Modern forest soil
Rounded to subrounded peb-
bles supported in a silt and ne 
sand matrix. Charcoal rich. 
Clast supported, rounded to 
subrounded pebbles and sand.
Rounded to subrounded pebbles 
supported in a silt matrix.
SCF18-11B-01
Sample Depth: 1.02m
Clay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
SCF18-11B-01
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Angular diamict 
deposit (land-
slide)
Cross bedded ne to 
medium sand with 
concentrations of small 
pebbles. 
1.6
0.0
SCF18-L12
Sample Depth: 1.0m
Clay
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Sand
Pebble
Cobble
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163
Modern Forest Soil. 
Not shown in image.
Subrounded to 
subrounded pebbles 
and small cobbles in a 
sand/silt matrix. 
Loose, not compact-
ed. Some soil struc-
ture (peds) present. 
Full extent not shown 
in image.
Subrounded to 
subrounded pebbles 
and small cobbles in a 
sand/silt matrix. Some-
what compacted. 
Subrounded to 
subrounded pebbles 
and small cobbles in a 
sand/silt matrix. More  
compacted. Boulder at 
upper contact SCF18-03-01
Sample Depth: 1.50m
0.25
1.10
1.40
1.80
0.00
Note: contacts undulate greately across exposureClay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
SCF18-03-01
D
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Clay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
0.2
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0.0
SCF18-L07
Modern forest soil
Stratied ne to coarse 
sand
Rounded to sub-round-
ed sand and pebbles 
supported by a silt 
matrix.
Stratied medium to 
coarse sand
SCF18-L07
Sample Depth: 1.05m
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0.20
0.65
1.50
0.00
Modern forest soil 
Small, subrounded 
pebbles in a silt matrix
lenses of pebbles an 
interbedded withma-
sive silt. Charcoal 
abundant
SC18-04-01
Sample Depth: 1.38m
Note: sample take from right (in picture) wall of exposure
Clay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
SCF18-04-01
D
ep
th
 (m
)
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Anthropogenic ll. Compacted small gravels.
Buried forest soil.
Matrix supported small pebbles 
and granules in a ne sand/silt 
matrix. 
Poorly sorted, clast supported medium 
sand to small pebbles. Some cross 
stratication in places.
Granules to small cobbles in 
a ne sand/silt matrix. 
Somewhat compacted. No 
stratication
SCF18-L11
Sample Depth: 0.75m
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0.20
0.65
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1.4
0.00
SCF18-CD2
Sample Depth: 0.82m
CD2
L11
Clay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
SCF18-L11 & SCF18-CD2
D
ep
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 (m
)
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Clay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
SCF18-L08
D
ep
th
 (m
)
0.10
0.70
1.10
1.35
1.45
1.60
Unsorted pebbles 
and small cobbles in a 
brown silt, matrix.
Poorly sorted pebbles, 
small cobbles, and 
sand. Clast supported 
and unstratied.
Poorly sorted, unstrati-
ed coarse sand, 
granules and small 
pebbles. Clast support-
ed.
Massive ne to medium sand. No 
sedimentary structures
Small to large pebbles 
and sand. Unstratied.
Modern forest soil
0.00
0.1
SCF18-L08
Sample Depth: 1.40m
Note: Sample taken on side of exposure. Red circle 
marks equivalent sample position at front of exposure.
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Thin forest soil developed 
within after tree uprooted. 
Normally graded sand. Coarse 
sand at base, ne sand at top.
Poorly sorted, matrix supported 
deposit. Gray in color with 
orange oxidization at top. Clasts 
are rounded to subangular and 
range in size from coarse sand to 
boulders (boulders not seen in 
image but are elsewhere 
excavation and surrounding 
area). Matrix composed of clay, 
silt, and ne sand.
0.15
0.50
0.70
*SCF18-CD6 taken from opposite wall.  X marks the approximate location of sample
SCF18-L13
Sample Depth: 0.45m
*SCF18-CD6
Sample Depth: 0.35m
CD6
L13
Clay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
SCF18-L13 & SCF18-CD6
D
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Scarp derived coluvium
Modern forest soil (not 
shown in image).
Medium pebbles normally 
graded to coarse sand
Sand lense at base of char-
coal rich layer
Silt and clay 
Thick, poorly sorted, clast 
supported deposit containg 
subrounded to subangular 
pebbles and small cobbles
Subrounded pebbles in a 
sand/silt matrix. 
0.35
0.00
0.65
1.35
1.65
2.10
2.40
*GB32 taken from opposite wall of trench.  X marks the approximate stratigraphic location of sample 
SCF18-L15
Sample Depth: 1.60m
GB32
L15
GB32
Sample Depth: 1.0m
Clay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
GB32 & SCF18-L15
D
ep
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 (m
)
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Clay
Silt
Sand
Pebble
Cobble
Boulder
D
ep
th
 (m
)
0.0
0.4
1.0
SCF18-L09
Coluvium from rootball
Rounded to sub-round-
ed pebbles and gran-
ules in a sandy, silty 
matrix. Dark reddish 
brown in color. 
Poorly sorted medium to 
coarse sand with small to 
large pebble clasts. Crudely 
bedded.
SCF18-L09
Sample Depth: 0.80m
172
Supplemental Document S7 
All 66 megathrust earthquake BEM models and results. Each following page shows an individual 
model run. The CSZ slip distribution used in each model are from Wirth et al. (2018) and 
Frankel et al. (2018). The rake of CSZ coseismic slip is listed in the top right corner of the page. 
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DS
115° Rake
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TABLE TS1. RESULTS OF SCARP PROFILING ON THE SADIE CREEK FAULT 
Name Distance* 
Vertical Separation (m) Dip-Slip Displacement (m) 
Quality† Relative 
Age§ 
Lateral 
Slip 
Site# Mean Median Upper 
Bound 
Lower 
Bound 
Mean Median 
Upper 
Bound 
Lower 
Bound 
SP35 102 1.03 1.03 1.26 0.79 1.07 1.07 1.34 0.82 1 G — 
SP34 546 2.59 2.59 3.08 2.13 2.75 2.74 3.36 2.22 2 G — 
SP33 682 3.39 3.38 3.78 3.03 3.58 3.56 4.17 3.11 2 G — 
SP32 933 1.80 1.80 2.06 1.56 1.88 1.87 2.21 1.60 1 G — 
SP31 1140 5.34 5.35 6.00 4.63 5.53 5.53 6.41 4.71 2 G — 
SP30 3658 5.60 5.60 6.44 4.78 6.27 6.20 7.77 5.06 2 G — 
SP29 3930 3.83 3.80 4.91 2.86 4.17 4.12 5.61 2.99 2 G — 
SP28 4867 5.92 5.89 7.52 4.48 6.54 6.45 8.86 4.71 3 G — 
SP27 5325 2.02 2.02 2.22 1.82 2.15 2.14 2.47 1.88 1 PG — 
SP26 5581 2.17 2.17 2.26 2.08 2.30 2.28 2.56 2.12 2 PG — 
GB 5668 2.58 2.59 2.69 2.46 2.73 2.70 3.03 2.51 1 PG — 
SP25 5792 2.62 2.63 2.84 2.39 2.77 2.76 3.18 2.45 2 PG — 
SP24 5895 1.20 1.19 1.36 1.04 1.27 1.26 1.49 1.08 1 G — 
SP23 6270 0.94 0.94 1.16 0.71 0.99 0.99 1.24 0.74 2 PG — 
SP22 6511 2.70 2.70 2.81 2.58 2.85 2.82 3.17 2.63 2 PG — 
SP21 6728 3.53 3.53 3.70 3.37 3.75 3.71 4.21 3.43 1 PG — 
SP20 6857 3.28 3.28 3.50 3.07 3.49 3.46 3.94 3.14 2 PG — 
SP19 7620 1.35 1.35 1.43 1.27 1.42 1.41 1.58 1.29 1 PG — 
SP18 8254 7.64 7.65 10.22 5.07 7.47 7.47 10.00 4.95 4 G K 
SP17 8337 4.68 4.68 4.87 4.48 5.25 5.16 6.18 4.60 2 G K 
NOL3C 8451 3.70 3.70 3.88 3.52 4.14 4.07 4.88 3.62 2 G J 
NOL3R 8472 5.05 5.04 5.31 4.80 5.76 5.65 6.96 4.94 2 G J 
SP16 9259 3.22 3.22 3.46 3.01 3.55 3.50 4.18 3.10 2 G — 
SP15 9369 4.43 4.44 4.84 4.02 5.04 4.96 6.14 4.22 1 G I 
NOL2W 9381 3.05 3.04 3.77 2.40 3.39 3.35 4.51 2.53 3 G I 
NOL2E 9435 2.17 2.17 2.68 1.70 2.40 2.37 3.12 1.80 3 G I 
SP14 9453 4.88 4.87 5.22 4.56 5.43 5.35 6.44 4.71 1 G I 
SP13 9578 1.67 1.67 1.99 1.37 1.87 1.85 2.37 1.46 1 G H 
NOL1E 9617 2.56 2.56 2.98 2.18 2.87 2.83 3.63 2.29 2 G H 
SP12 9664 2.52 2.53 2.93 2.11 2.81 2.78 3.49 2.24 2 G G, H 
SP11 9795 2.57 2.56 3.06 2.13 2.83 2.80 3.58 2.24 2 G F 
NOL11W 9819 3.98 3.96 4.73 3.29 4.43 4.37 5.68 3.46 3 G F 
NOL11C 9840 3.18 3.19 3.37 2.98 3.55 3.49 4.17 3.08 2 G F 
SP10 9854 1.26 1.25 1.80 0.76 1.43 1.40 2.15 0.83 4 G F 
NOL11E 9865 1.05 1.05 1.54 0.57 1.20 1.19 1.81 0.63 3 G F 
SP09 9911 0.58 0.58 0.97 0.20 0.67 0.66 1.17 0.22 3 G F 
SP08 9944 4.19 4.20 4.62 3.71 4.76 4.69 5.84 3.92 2 G F 
SP36 10196 4.02 4.01 4.76 3.36 4.56 4.50 5.90 3.56 1 G — 
SP07 10274 4.01 3.99 5.02 3.09 4.52 4.44 6.17 3.27 2 G — 
BL 10489 5.37 5.35 6.03 4.77 5.89 5.82 7.18 4.94 1 G — 
SP06 12110 2.36 2.36 2.73 1.98 2.58 2.56 3.18 2.08 2 G — 
SP05 12489 4.09 4.10 4.90 3.26 4.75 4.68 6.35 3.52 3 G E 
SP04 12567 2.32 2.32 2.75 1.90 2.64 2.60 3.39 2.03 1 G E 
SP03 13001 2.19 2.19 2.47 1.91 2.09 2.08 2.36 1.82 1 G B, C, D 
SP02 13059 4.44 4.44 4.78 4.11 4.27 4.26 4.60 3.96 3 G B, C, D 
NOL8W 13064 2.32 2.32 2.58 2.06 2.24 2.23 2.48 1.99 2 G B, C, D 
NOL8E 13116 2.06 2.06 2.33 1.79 2.01 2.01 2.27 1.74 2 G B, C, D 
SP01 13128 2.42 2.42 2.63 2.20 2.37 2.37 2.58 2.15 1 G B, C, D 
 
 
240
 *Measured in meters from West to East, beginning at the SCF fault trace terminus with the West 
Twin River.  
† Quality ranking based on quality of the lidar data and confidence that the offset 
surfaces/deposits on either side of fault scarp are coincident; 1 = high quality, 4 = low quality.  
§ Relative age based on mapping done in this study. G= Glacial; PG = Post glacial. 
# Letters indicate the names of proximal offset channels. Measurements with this designation 
were used to calculate strike-slip to dip-slip ratio, rake, and total slip.  
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TABLE TS2. RESULTS OF SCARP PROFILING ON THE LAKE CREEK BOUNDARY 
CREEK FAULT 
Name* Distance** 
Vertical Separation (m) Dip-Slip Displacement (m) 
Quality† Relative 
Age§ 
Lateral 
Slip 
Site# Mean Median Upper 
Bound 
Lower 
Bound 
Mean Median 
Upper 
Bound 
Lower 
Bound 
tp2 33566 1.46 1.74 1.20 1.46 1.52 1.52 1.86 1.23 2 G — 
tp3 35036 2.95 3.47 2.34 2.96 3.12 3.12 3.82 2.42 2 G OL07 
tp4 36264 1.47 1.75 1.21 1.47 1.53 1.52 1.85 1.24 3 G 
OL04, 
OL05, 
OL06 
tp5 36377 2.43 3.31 1.55 2.43 2.54 2.54 3.49 1.61 2 G 
OL04, 
OL05, 
OL07 
tp6 37254 1.95 2.91 0.99 1.94 1.97 1.97 2.95 1.00 2 G — 
tp7 39767 2.34 2.94 1.73 2.34 2.62 2.60 3.48 1.87 2 G — 
tp8 40099 2.23 2.79 1.66 2.23 2.39 2.38 3.06 1.75 2 G — 
tp9 40975 2.69 3.28 2.15 2.69 2.94 2.91 3.78 2.25 2 G — 
tp10 42115 2.37 3.25 1.49 2.36 2.55 2.54 3.57 1.58 2 G — 
tp11 42685 2.73 3.80 1.61 2.74 3.00 2.99 4.33 1.71 3 G — 
tp12 43188 1.95 2.56 1.33 1.95 2.12 2.11 2.86 1.42 3 G 
LCBC-
CD1, 
LCBC-
CD2 
tp13 44560 1.03 1.43 0.62 1.04 1.08 1.08 1.52 0.64 2 G — 
tp14 45294 1.06 1.49 0.61 1.06 1.11 1.11 1.59 0.63 2 G — 
tp15 46534 2.90 3.28 2.53 2.90 3.10 3.08 3.67 2.63 2 G MC 
tp16 48980 4.38 4.95 3.84 4.37 4.58 4.56 5.31 3.94 4 G — 
tp17 49163 2.89 3.22 2.57 2.89 3.06 3.04 3.56 2.64 4 G — 
tp18 49525 1.09 1.93 0.25 1.09 1.15 1.15 2.06 0.26 2 G — 
tp19 49935 2.29 2.69 1.91 2.29 2.44 2.43 2.96 1.99 2 G — 
tp21 50680 2.93 4.56 1.17 2.95 3.27 3.27 5.32 1.24 2 G — 
tp22 51109 0.72 1.17 0.29 0.72 0.76 0.75 1.24 0.30 2 G 
OL02, 
OL03 
 
*Three profiles (tp1, tp20, tp23) originally reported by Nelson et al. (2017), were not able to be 
confidently measured by this study.  
**Measured in meters from West to East, beginning at the SCF terminus with the West Twin 
River and ending at the LCBCF terminus with Seibert Creek. 
† Quality ranking based on quality of the lidar data and confidence that the offset 
surfaces/deposits on either side of fault scarp are coincident; 1 = high quality, 4 = low quality.  
§ Relative age based on 1:24,000 surficial geologic mapping (Polenz et al., 2004; Schasse et al., 
2004, Schasse and Polenz, 2002). G= Glacial; PG = Post glacial. 
# Indicate the names of proximal dextrally offset features. Measurements with this designation 
were used to calculate strike-slip to dip-slip ratio, rake, and total slip at. 
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